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el
Number 49

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, June 8, 1950

Man Killed In
Wreck, Four
5Are Injured

Rainfall totaling 3.96 inches fell here Saturday, the
greatest portion falling between noon and 7:00 p. m„
according to A. M. Harvill,
weather recorder here. This
is the heaviest rainfall recorded since he has been
keeping the records in a
similar length of time, Harville stated. Farm crops and
gardens in
a n d around
Princeton were seriously
damaged, according to reports received here but the
excessive damage did not extend far in the county.

Iom Sigler Dies
Princeton Hospital
Or Cars Collide On
p Warehouse Road

Sigler, 18, son
ham Carroll
le and Mrs. Elvis Sigler of
was killed
iglus community,
critiser others remain in a
sedition following a collision
two automobiles near
day about noon.
korsing to reports of the
police, Sigler was driving a
Plyinouth convertible which
' the rear of a 1937 Ford
by Argyle Goodaker, as
started to pass the other
yos south of the Willis Goodon the Wilson Wareroad about two miles north
sisceton. Excessive speed of
se operated by Sigler was
as the cause of the accident
et state POliCe report.
.g! and Mrs. Goodaker and
children, occupants of the
r car, Sigler, Lizzie Mae
and William "Sonny"
n, occupants of the eonwere rushed to the
ion Hospital after the acciSigler was dead on arrivaL
Goodaker suffered a fracskull, cuts and bruises. He
admitted to a veterans hosin Nashville Monday. Reim there Wednesday statist it was still impossible to
e the extent of his in-

Grand Jury Told
To Investigate
Mutilated Records

3.96 Inch Rainfall
Recorded Saturday

Heart Attack Causes
Death Of Princeton's
Leading Business Man
And Civic Leader

County Officials Find
Pages Torn From Deed
Books For First Time
In History Of County

W. L. "Bocty" Mays, 51, one of
Judge H. F. S. Bailey placed
Princeton's leading business men
special, emphasis on the importand an active civic leader here
ance of making a very careful
since 1937, died suddenly at the
and thorough investigation of reJennie Stewart Hospital at 11
mirts of mutilation of county reco'clock Wednesday morning folords in his instructions to the
lowing a heart attack.
members of the grand jury as the
Mr. Mays was for 25 years in
June .term of Caldwell county
the automobile business at Eddycircuit court convened here MonTragedy Strikes When
ville, where he held the Ford
day morning.
agency. He owned considerable
Six-Year-Old Fires
JAMES LISANBY
Audge Bailey's instructions to
business and residential property
Lis- the jury were made, following a
Midshipman
James
Walker
Shotgun Accidentally
there. Moving to Princeton in
report made to him by' County
Tragedy struck here Wednes1937, he assumed the distributor- anby, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Attorney C. R. Baker, that perLisanby
of
Eddyville
road,
was
a
day morning when a shotgun
ship for the Midcontinent Petrolmanent secord books had been
with which little six-year old
eum Compeny, in which he achi- member of the 1060 graduating
class at the U. S. Naval Academy, torn and mutilated in the office
Beverly Ann Dunn was playing
eved a major success.
Graduation exer- of the county court clerk. County
Pictured above is the last wall of the oldest landmark in
He was active in business cir- Annapolis, Md.
Blonde, light-hearted, .haPPPI- was accidentally discharged, the
cises were held Friday. A former Attorney Baker said that- he
go-lucky Marie McDonald wish- shot striking Miss Rose Mae Princeton which was razed this week to make room for a modern cles in Kuttawa, Eddyville and
student of Butler High School and would personally direct and aid
es they would "bury 'the body' Payne, 17, in the side, inflicting parking lot for the Ideal Food Market, owned by Joe McMican. Princeton and served several
Columbia Military Academy,,Col- the grand jury in their investiThe
building,
Poultry
which,
housed
Jacob's
House
10
for
the
last
serious
years
wounds.
Miss
as
a
member of the Eddyand leave Marie McDonald." The
Payne was
umbra, Tenn., Midshipman Lisan- gation of the unusual crime and
over
years,
is
believed
100-years-old;
to
be
however,
numerous
playing
with
ville
a baby on the bed
City Council before moving
tag 'The Body' was hung oh Mawas appointed from First that every effort will be made to
by
inquiries
among
residents
here
failed
to
reveal
age
of
the
-exact
to Princeton. He was a Mason
rie in .1944 and she has been stuck when the accident happened,
District of Kentuc- find the guilty party or parties.
Congressional
building,
were
the
parts
of
which
destroyed
by
fire
several
years
and recently was awarded a 25with it ever since. She became members of the family said.
Mutilation of the records was
ky
and
was
admitted
to the Acaago.
Workers
razing
the
place,
found
some
parts
of
it
constructed
year Masonic pin. He was for
The victim of the accident was
famotts overnight but she now
first discovered on Saturday, May
demy
July
13,
1946.
During
his
with
square
nails
and
wooden
pegs.
The
Leader
is
offering
a
$10
some years a steward in the Edfeels it is a handicap. Marie is rushed to the Princeton Hospital
attendance at the Academy, Mid- 27, John Morgan, county court
shown here in a costume for her where her condition was repc,rted prize to the person proving the sage of the building and writing dyville Methodist Church and shipman Lisanby won awards in clerk said. Other county officials
the
best
history on the place.
had been for the last 10 years an
current film, a musical. (AP to be critical, but members of
were notified immediately and
track, drum and bugle crops.
the family were advised nat to
active leader in Boy Scout work
Wirephoto)
photostatic pictures of the torn
From Here Attending
give up hope for her recovery by New Office, Apartment
in the Three Rivers District, sevbooks were made for reference
the attending physician.
eral
times
serving
as
finance
Building Started Here
Youth Conference, Camp
and a permanent record, Mossan
Mrs, Edna Mae Payne, stepchairman. He was a member of
stated.
Construction has been started Of Christian Churches
mother of Miss Rose Mae Payne,
the Princeton Forum Society and
two-story, brick veneer ofA careful investigation was
a
on
Eight
boys
and
girls
from
the
and little Nancy Dunn, threes
served as a member of the board
made by county officials immedyear old girl, were the on'y other fice and apartment building on First Christian Church are attend- of directors of the Princeton Golf
iately following the discovery of
members of the family present West Main street, between the ing the annual Young People's & Country Club and as chairShe Was A Member Of the first torn page in one of the
when
last
the
man
of
the
house
committee
tragedy
occurred,
Rowland
and
it
Roy
Two
residence
of
From
Here
Will
Goodaker, suffering from
Conference of Christian Churches
record books. They found t w o
was stated Wednesday afternoon. the Southern Bel! Telephone at Kuttawa Springs this week. year. He was an ardent Kiwanian The Gradatim Club And
injuries, a scalp wound and Preside During 28th
names torn from the sheet of
several
and
times
served
on
the
The Christian Church
us cuts and bruises, reThe Rev. George Filer, pastor of
the general index to deed books
building, by Dr. 13.' K. Amos.
club's
board
of
directors,
once
Kentucky
Convention
in' a serious condition at
Hampton Nichols To
Funeral services for Mrs. Sal- in one book. Two entire sheets
The first floor of the new build- the church, is teaching in the con- as vice president.
local hospital. Her condition
Nine members of the local
lie Catlett, 501 Washington street, (four pages) were torn from one
ing will contain complete office ference.
Return From Hospital
Genial, kindly and tolerant, a
slightly improved Wednes- Business and Professiohal WomMiss Norma S u e Cartwright, friend to many men, "Bocty" who died Tuesday morning at deed book which contained three
space, fully equipped, while the
Hampton
Nichols,
Caldwell
,neraters of the family said. en's Club are planning to attend
county jailer, will be returned to second Door will be a modern Miss WilmaTrince and Miss Dor- Mays was one of the most popular the Princeton Hospital where she complete deeds, and two co i,plete
tea, seven-year old daughter the 28th annual state convention
had been critically ill for about a sheets (four pages) were 'on
his home from Vanderbilt Hos- apartment where Dr. and Mrs. la Stallins will graduate from the citizens of this section.
teGoodakers, remains in the of Kentucky Federation of Busiweek, are to be conducted at 2 from the general index to deeds
conference this week. Others atpital in Nashville Friday after Amos will snake their home.
He
is
survived
by
his
wife,
Mrs.
Women's
' here with head injuries, ness and Professional
tending the camp are Ronnie Ethel Mays; a daughter, Mrs. p. m. today at the First Christian filed in the office.
several days examination by
minis cut wrist and other Clubs in Bowling Green, Juno 9Filer, Bobby Hogan, Anna Dar- James Landis, Fredonia: a son, Church by the Rev. George FilWhile the person was careful
specialists, members of the fami- U. S. 62 Group To Meet
. She lost an excessive 11, Miss Elizabeth Gray, secreer, ilastor.
nell, Mickey Cravens and Becky W. L., Jr., student at
to remove .corresponding sheets
ly said Wednesday afternoon.
the
Univerwant of blood from the wrist tary of the club announced.
A native of Sebree, she was from the index and the deed
Mr. Nichols was injured by a In Elizabethtown Tonight Humphries.
sity of Kentucky; two brothers,
Ise, it was stated. Gerald
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, passing automobile while workThe conference will end and John R., Superior, Ariz., and A. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. book, the fact • was overlooked
Announcement of a meeting of
me, four-year old son, was chairman of program coordinaing in front of the fire station in U. S. Highway 62 boosters to be the camp will break at noon Sat- R., New Albany, Ind. The eldest S. Powell. In early life, she mar- that each deed is indexed four
oaly occupant of the Good- tion in the state federation, will
Princeton on the.;sight of Febru- held in Elizabethtown tonighl at urday.
brother, Major, died three months ried George Catlett of Lyon coun- times, twice in the general incar not seriously injUred. preside at 'a meeting Saturday'
, ary 8. lie has been in a critical 7:00 p. m., at the countrt4ub
ty, where they made their home dex and once by the grantee from
ago, also of• heart attack..
was dismissed from the hos- morning to discuss and outline
condition since that time and has was made by Marshal Barnes, County School Tax
Funeral services will be con- at the historic o1 d Mineral the grantor and again by the
Sunday night.
plans for program coordination
regained fpll consciousness. Owensboro, president cif the
ducted at the Eddyville Methodist Mound, which is located between grantor to the grantee. Thus a
lea Mae Bates, an occupant in clubs throughout the state dur- never
Specialists did -not give the fam- group Wednesday. Caldwell coun- Rate Set At $1.30
Church
Friday afternoon at 3:00 Eddyville and Kuttawa. Mrs. record of the names is still availtie car driven by Sigler, was ing the coming year, it was said.
The tax rate in the Caldwell o'clock, with the Rev. Floyd Catlett continued to live at the able for investigation of the misily any encouragement for Mr. ty residents interested in improvto be dismissed from the
Miss Elizabeth Gray will act Nichols' improvement, it was ing this highway are urged to at- county school district has been Loperfido, pastor of the Central place after her husband's death sing deeds, Morgan explained.
Wednesday afternoon. as master of ceremonies in a
tend, M. T. Stewart said.
Older attorneys and residents
established at $1.30 per hundred Presbyterian Church, Princeton, in 1904 until about 1916 when
stated.
n, the other occupant of
on the property assessment for the and the Rev. Alvis Lee, pastor of she moved to Princeton.
associated with the county govroundtable discussiou of club
Sigler car, was dismissed
Mrs. Catlett was a member of ernment say that this is the first
coming fiscal year, Clifton Clift, the home church, officiating.
business Saturday afternoon.
MRS. HOWERTON IMPROVED ATTENDING ROSE SOCIETY
the hospital Monday. His
the First Christian Church here time a n y mutilation of counts;
Other members planning to atDr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt county superintendent announcMrs, Sam Howerton, who has
were not serious; hospis
and was active in literary work. records has ever been known
tend the convention from here in- been seriously ill at her home in left Monday for Davenport, Ia., ed Wednesday.
Celebration Is Held
authorities said.
She also was a member of the here. County Attorney Baker
clude Miss Mary Loftus, Miss Fredonia, is much improved, where, they are attending the AllThe rate is the same as that of
Gradatim Club and was consider- says that he has made a careful
Virginia McCaslin, Miss Vergie members of the family said Wed- American Rose Society meeting. the present fiscal year which ends Honoring Mrs. Scott
The celebration of the birthday ed one of the most active mem- check of all deed books in the
legion To Entertain
Barnett, Mrs. Mae Blades, Mrs. nesday.
,They will return June 11.
June 30.
clerk's office since 1809 and
of Mrs. Agnes Scott, an annual bers of the U.D.C.
Arnie T. Rawls, Miss Virginia
kys State Members,
Her father was one of the eeri- found no indication of the recevent held by relatives and
Morgan and Miss Carwin Cash.
friends for many years, took ly settlers of Princeton and had ords having been torn or mutiCounty Officials
,^4: boys selected to attend the
place at the home of Mrs. Scott an interest in the flour mill and lated in any manner except by
Baseball Season
and her sister, Mrs. Hattie Haile, tobacco business here for a nurns the passing of time.
ssl Bluegrass 'Boys State Junior
-: at Fort Knox, under the To Open This Afternoon
on the Old Fredonia road at the ber of years. He built Princeton's
Members of the grand jury and
first theater and financed the petit jury were empancled Monof Princeton Sunday.
edge
sorship of the local Amerijunior
Legion
American
he
T
Those attending the celebration building of the Old Bank Hotel. day morning. Chester Norse,
:salon Post, will be
guests baseball season will officially open
were Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Tow- Both buildings were later des- prominent farmer of the Wilson
ii.inquet in the Legion home this afternoon at 1:00 p. m., when
ery, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powley, troyed by fire.
i'AsS night, June 15, Com-- the local team will meet a FreWarehouse road, is foreman of
By Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido
Her husband was a merchant the grand jury. Other
Mrs .Otis Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
is Fred Jake announced donia nine in the first game of
members
The name Cumberland origin' sissday
James Lee Wyatt and children, at Eddyville for a number of are Mitchell Clift, Willis Hodge,
the inter-city conspetition, Fred ated from that part of Tennessee
years
and
also
served
as
Lou
Ellen,
chief
Jimmy
and
Mr.
and
and county officials will Jake, commander of the Legion and Kentucky known as CumberOpal Littlejohn, Charles Baker,
Mrs. Robert S. Jacob and chil- clerk at the prison for several Arthur Wigginton, Lexie Hoe-est of the Legion and will said Wednesday.
land country. It was here that
years.
Mrs.
Nandren, Judy and Bobby,
n the duties and responsiman, E. C. Ray, Hyland Mitchell,
The team chosen is from a large the great revival of the 1800 beSurvivors include a daughter, Charlie George, Marion Vans of government
, nie Jacob, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
to the tioYs, group of boys under 17 years of gan which was so bitterly opMrs.
Guy
Stevens,
Blackfoot, Ida- hooser and Robert L. Asher.
Jacob and Joann.
4111 receive special blame- age Who play on the local dia- posed by some. The name CumMr. and Mrs. William L. Jones, ho; sisters, Mrs. James H. Wil- governmental
Empaneled on the petit jury
activities at mond regularly to win a berth on berland Presbyterian came from
liams,
St. Louis, and Alma. of are
Lucretia and Billy, Mr. and Mrs.
June 17-24.
Bernice Jones, Tom Thomathe laced team. They will com- Cumberland Presbytery which
, Jimmy Jones, Mrs. Louise Satter Brooklyn, N. Y., and a nephew, son, W. R. Guess, David
four boys selected to at- pete with other towns in this was that part of the Presbyterian
Merrick,
Webb
Powell.
field
and
Gray,
Mrs.
Ellen
Towhe camp are Fieldon
revithe
favored
Chester Tosh, John Hart, Julian
Pugh, area with the distriet winner Church which
Burial
is
to
cry,
be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
at
Cedar
Elvis
SearberHill
,:d Scott, James
orwas
Ethridge, Clifton Campbell, HarHunter and going to a state tournament to val. When the Church
ry, Mrs. Ruth Jacob, Mr. and Mrs. Cemetery.
Cumold Smith, Guy Bell, J. Frank
Anderson
be held at the _close of the season. ganized in 1810, the name
Boyd
Satterfield,
Bowie
Virginia
Guess, Thomas P. Lax, Howard
Members of the team are Billy berland Presbyterian was neither
and Dixie, all of Princeton_
Homemakers Will Study
McGough, Belknap Hillyard, J. D.
Poxton Park Golfers
Hobby, Burr Pierce, Jr., Hank repudiated nor formally adopted,
Mrs.
Aaron
Gish,
Central
City;
Mitchell, Marc Blackburn, Ernest
Ortt, Red Salyers, Charles Adams, but it clung to the new organizaMaking
Top
Aluminum
Trays
Mr.
and
and
Mrs.
Dixie
Scott
finally
Princeton Team
Baker, Glenn Dearing, Edgar
Jim Richie, Ronnie Ladd, Ron- tion, and in 1813 it was
Jimmie, Henderson, an d Mr. During Month Of June
Milton, Curtis George, Ike ColePaxton Park golfers nie Ausenbaugh, Billy Ray New- adopted. The Church was under'
. it two in a
James Scott and Shirley, HarrisTwenty-four aluminum trays man, Chester McNeely, W. H.
row over Prince- by, Dixie Pettit, Oscar Mitchell, three heads: The General Assemburg, Illinois.
... defeating the
were made by -homemakers lead- Taylor and Smith Lowery.
locals, 66-24, Ezra Fratiklin, Don Russell, Pee bly, the Synod, and the Presbymatch here Sunday after- Wee Davis and Winfred Mitehell, tery. The Synodical period from
ers attending the training school
There were 30 matches.
conducted by Miss Mae Kathryn Byrd
C. E. Kercheval Returns
1813 to 1829 was one of unsurCommander Jake announced.
McChesney, Well
to Park
Blackford, home demonstration
passed activity and spirituality
breezed to t h e
Home
From
Mayo
Clinic
and
victory, but Princeton Pro
agent of Lyon county., at the Ot- Known Farmer Succumbs
on the part of the ministry,
C. E. Kercheval, cashier of the
Byrd McChesney,66, prominent
ter Pond Community House,
Warren v.ion over Paxton Former Resident Dies
it was said that the world had
Farmers National Bank, returnfarmer and political leader of
Pro Hays Hurt.
equal in the
its
June
witnessed
2.
Accident
never
Motor
In
Warren
ed to his home on West Main
si a 71, while
The making of trays is the ma- the northern section of the counLarry Williams, about 40, for- two particulars specified.
Hurt had a 74.
street Thursday after being in
jor project for June and the lead- ty, died at his home two miles
The next period in the CumWilliams, Paxton Park's mer resident of Princeton, at
Rochester,
Minn.,
for
the
past
two
ers who attended the training west of Dawson Springs on U.S.
:ruin, was low for the Pa- the Hunsaker apartments, and a berland Presbyterian Church's
months where he underwent surteam, with a 73. Bob Hardy brother-in-law of Mrs. M. T. history is the most interesting to
school will teach this lesson at 62 early Wednesday morning. Mr.
gery
and
treatment
at
the
Mayo
and the
irrd Curtis each
the regular club meeting, accord- McChesney had been critically
Stewart. Morgan avenue, died the people of Princeton
carded
Clinic. Mr. Kercheval is able to
' Bill Ltowling posted a 75's, from an accident near Clarks- local church. The first Cumberhag to Home Agent Wilma Van- ill for the past five weeks.
77.
is
his
car
but
still
drive
under
Princeton was
s Boltinsky
diver.
Funeral arrangements have not
came through ville, Tenn., about 6:00 p. m., land Church in
Kerhis
physician's
care.
Mrs.
Main and
Present were: Mrs. Dorothy been made, pending word from
usual
Tuesday, it was learned Wednes- located on the corner of
cheval accompanied her husband
-d Willard game, shooting a
built
wa
et
Brookshire, Mrs. Mary Thurman relatives in Denver, Colorado.
day. Funeral services will be in Harrison streets. It
Moore had
he to the clinic.
Friday, Mrs. Herman Darnell, Tenative arrangements have been
"I the local linksmen. a 75 Owensboro Friday morning.
about 1824. This site was retain- lege, visited Hopkinsville, Rus- ered an official college of t
Church.
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Princeton.
three
sellville,
Elkton
and
Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs. Ralph Grif- announced for services and bur458 the final match of the Jesse Chandler, resident of ed after the union of the
PresbyteriariChurches: The Cum- The Princeton people made the Now as an independent college, BPW Will Install New
" between the
fin, Mrs. Jerry Holloway, Mrs. E. ial in Rosedale cemetery, DawPrinceton, was among the °mutwo cities.
as
Beard
Richard
Dr.
selected
colthe
It
Presbyterian Church, the largest bid ($28,000) and
W. Lamb, Mrs. J. A. Hemingway, son Springs, Friday afternoon.
Officers
Monday
Night
pants of a truck hauling workers berland
resevered
his
president.
Heone
about
its
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, Mrs. C.
in Presbytrelan Church U. S. and lege was located here
Recently
elected
Le'Col Members
officers
of
the
on a pipe line job who was
1855,
in
college
the
with
Presbyterian Church U. S. A. mile west of Princeton on the lations
Attend
Business and Professional Wom- H. Jaggers, Mrs. Gordon Lisanby, FAMILY REUNION
jured in the accident. He was the
Skits Eagle
built on this Old Fredonia road, on a hill and three years later, 1858, the
Mr. and Mrs. Corbett Ladd,
his home Wednesday A new Church was
Club will be installed at the Mrs. John Roy McDowell, Mrs.
an's
to
returned
Convention
was
up.
It
was given
13r. W. D Ramage and
injured. Ele- site in 1903 and is now known as back of Jim Leach's home. This is school
seriously
regular
meeting of the club in Herman Brenda, M r s. Floyd Hawthorne avenue, entertained
not
is
family
and
and
tobacco company
Ind Charles
by
a
bought
hospital.
The
Princeton's
old
Church.
now
Presbyterian
,Tone,
Central
and
Mrs. Opal Rice, Mrs. Char- members of the family with a
the
Hancock and family ven men were hospitalised
Many peo- the basement of the First Chris- les
°Dawson Springs
truck SCHOOL ESTABLISHED HERE college opened in 1825 with six was used for a factory.
Skees, Mrs. S. P. Davis, Mrs. dinner in their home Saturday.
attended the one other killed as the
College tian Church Monday night, the Carl
Cumberland
Old
ple
get
rapidly.
Dr.
Coggrew
Presbyterian
students.
It
4141I rneetine of the
Cumberland
T. Cunningham. Mrs. S. J. Guests included her mother, Mrs.
highway, T h e
secretary announced Wednesday.
Kentucky was ,f6reed from the
nim in Ashland,
at this early period, rec- gin was the first President and confused with Princeton CollegAmong those attending the in- Lowry, Miss Chloe Sharp, Mrs. G. J. R. Ashby, and brother, George
June 2-4. Mr. according fo reports received Church,
built
in
was
which
General
Institute
the
iate
until
continued
to
be
estab%Pock was
ognized the neceseity of
A. Sharp, Mrs. Homer Mitchell, Cortner, Cerulean; sisters, Mrs.
elected State
et
Princeton in 1880, stallation will be Mrs. Eula Mae Miss
Guard for the ensuing Outlishing a school for the educa- Assembly (Cumberland) severed the town of
Dorothy Ferguson, Mrs. Roy Betty Davis, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Morgan, outgoing state president,
school
una
year.
used
as
was
not
college
and
with
the
commisits
connections
return- tion of ministers. The
and Mrs. Margaret T. James, in- Traylor, Miss Alta Towery, Mrs. and Mrs. J. E. Teear, Marion road,
During
War.
Mina Dorothy Wood has
Civil
the
after
was
until
it
1942,
_After
which
-appointed by the Synod In.
Verdie Creekrnur and Mrs. Fred and Mrs. Garnett Overlay, Ceruant:Airs. Rufus 'Boaz ind ed to her home &diet' visiting Miss stoners,
Green River %FS-- the war, It was used as a hospital. coming state president of the Nichols.
NI, Sandy.
Bluefield, West In 1925 to arrange for *the loca- der the care of
ean, sister of Mrs. Ladd.
are
Kentucky
Federation.
,
in
Stowers
visiting
Ten)
Page
Haney
to
(Please
turn
relatives
tkil tritiust
tion and establishm'ent of the col- od, but It was not longer consid•
Ylrgbiia

BPW Members Will
Attend State Meet

Local Church Grows Out Of
Revival Which Began In 1800

J

Pa e Four
Thursda , Juno 8,

THE PRINCETON LEADER,'PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

THE PRINCETON LEADER
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
THOMAS McCONNELL
JOHN S. HUTCHESON, JR
MANAOINO ILDITON
011 AND PU•LIIIINIR

of Congress
hides-mitts second class matter at Princeton, K)., under the Act
of Marc 6, 1879.
Cards of
$3;
Out-of-Mate,
$2.50;
State,
Subster ption prices; In County, -$9; In
Unsolicited poems, 2 cents
Thanks. $1. Resolutions of Stepped, I CODDI a word.
line.
a
esnts
notice
,
10
a word, Rsadtn
fitillOctsTeS Press 1* entitled ex.
hrithIll
news printed in this newselusively to (ho use for republication of all the local
paper, at. well as all AP news die !silos,
ASSOCIATION
PRItSS
UCEY
MIStariEk
lidEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION

Little Chips

1

By J. S. IL
Crittenden
Two educators, both former tendents of schools at
were'ewildents_alPrinretion, have been_ CSILMLYAA.FluTtal.t, anc!
work
selected to receive fellowships to lected on the basks- of-The
educational
New York University for special they have done in
study this summer. They are Q. fields and their travel experM. Shultz, Jr., son of Rev. and iences.
• • •
Shultz, Hopkinsville
Mrs. 0.
street, graduate of Butler High ' This weekend we were still
School, and Everett Lee Howton, wondering whether moving picsuperintendent of city schools tures of Caldwell county's two
dwindled by
News that the population of Caldwell county has
here for approximately 20 years oldest persons were presented on
problem which
some 1,200 in the last 10 years brings up a serious
Both hold positions of .superin: television over a Louisville station.. Dick Oberlin, news director
should cause some anxiety in the mind of every citizen.
•
the
for station WHAS,
There is every good reason for us to be perturbed, for if
years,
whose column appears weekly on
present rate of decline in population continues for the next 30
county's
the editorial page of this paper,
there will be less than 10,000 people occupying this
outnumber the
called The Leader office about
18,758 acres. We suspect that the o'possums will
two weeks ago asking us to locate
people.
a 16mm movie camera for taking
But why lose so many people? Isn't the climate of the county
pictures of Robert Barrett, 103,
temperate? 'Winter is moderate while the sumffiers are asually long
and Mrs. Sallie Harrelson, 104.
and warm. Isn't our farm land vied enough? Is the name, "Rich
Dr. B. L. Keeney volunteered to
Fredonia Valley," a misnomer? Certainly, there is nothing wrong
DICK OBERLIN
you
make the pictures with his camto
back
come
must
blame
The
soil.
the
climate
or
with the
WHAS
era, but so far we haven't talked
and to me for we have failed to keep up with our neighbors. We
with anybody who knows whethhave failed to provide opportunities—we have even failed to provide
So it's June; summertime is er 'the pictures were actually
oppoftunities for our sons and daughters.
everybody is taking to the beamed out from Louisville.
Along with about 80' per cent of the people, we believe there here;
• • •
highways—so highways are ceris need for more industry in this county to employ the labor surTONGUE. Man
THE
OF
SLIP
discussing.
worth
plus. The shift, as was pointed out in a recent survey of the county, tainly
We h a v e, for example, the in car in funeral procession beis away from rural neighborhoods, into the cities. This is not a
Assistant At- came confused at a fork in the
serious problem for agriculture, but is desirable so long as it does statement made by
M.
B. Holifield. road. Cars going both ways, so
torney-General
modern
farm
balance.
With
economic
of
point
beyond
the
not go
been en the man leans out and inquires
we
have
some
time,
For
farms
as
in
people
on
many
as
the
for
not
need
machinery, there is
and of a passer-by, who was waiting
learned
the
admirer
of
of
these
keep
more
to
need
former years. 'On the other hand, we do
for it to pass: "Which way did
Assisthe
opinions
of
scholarly
industry
in
more
need
this,
we
people in our own county and to do
that funeral 'parade' go?"
which
is
Attorney-General,
tant
our rural communities.
• • •
definition
of
admade
his
what
Effort should be exerted to obtain most of the business now
Said the hen as she laid her
lure
State
to
by
the
vertising
going to other centers. This can be accomplished by encouraging
tour0 and their doljars into our 303rd egg for the year, "A cackle
new business enterprises in fields not currently represented in our juri(iction all the more amaz- a day keeps the hatchet away."
displays
to
create
and
up
business
houses
to
dress
need
county. We
—Contributed.
ing.
an atmosphere that will attract new customers. We need to en• • •
Holifield called it: "ProMr.
and
retheir
lines
merchandise
in
courage existing firms to supply
We all can't be brick-layers so
paganda inducing foreigners to
lated lines which they do not carry at present in sufficient quantiout found out William Brelsford, of
and
wear
Kentucky
come
to
ties and varieties to attract new business and more people to the
our roads. I think this is rotten Morgan avenue, after he decided
community.'
a barbecue pit would be just the
and ought to be knocked out."
The work load to accomplish these and other obvious tasks,
Now, in most places, the use of thing to build near his new home.
which will solve our population problem, is too great for one or two the word "foreigner" is confin- After working long enough to
individuals to carry. To save our county from the o'possums, the ed to describing citizens of an- get a good backache, Brelsford,
shoulder of every adult is needed. Only with such power can this other nation. And, keeping "for- we are told, found that he hadn't
deplorable situation be removed.
eigners" out is not a general mixed the mortar properly and
practice—except in Russian-dom- the concrete blocks and bricks
inated countries. They do no t wouldn't hold. However, he is
want tourist dollars. Everybody confident he will work out the
secret and when that happens, he
else does.
Fulton Oursler, author of the "Greatest Story Ever Told", has
And, the second part of Mr. will apply for a union card, he
written an article "The Twilight of Honor" which appears in the Holifield's first sentence is says.
June issue of Reader's Digest.
•
downright silly. It is not light
In it he. says "our greatest danger today is not from RuSsia automobiles which wear out Kentucky Folklore
but from ourselves, from our growing disregard of principles and roads. It's pretty well-establishour reliance on expediency."
ed by this time, I believe, that it
I/
"Our private lives reflect the .public evidences of decay," he is the relentless pounding of giant,
says, "and we are not happy about it. The renewal of conscience heavy-laden freight trucks which
By GORDON WILSON, Ph.D
does most of the damage. Enticin modern society is its only hope."
Western ,Ky. State College
As an outstanding example of public immorality the author ing tourists and their free-spendOne of my oldest friends, olding
dollars
to
Kentucky
may
be
points to the "promise" made by the executive and legislative
est in point of time rather than of
branches of the government during the war to repeal excise taxes on rotten. But it takes a peculiar
point-of-view to describe it this age, has just called me to tell me
merchandise and services "as soon as the war is over."
that R.E.A. has finally reached
way.
The public talks about this "broken promise," but does nothing
And, knocked out! Why, bless Fidelity. The lights were turned
about it except to continue to pay taxes on telephone calls, railroad you, Mr. Holifield! We could on a week or so ago. Now isn't
tickets, and the like, five years after the war is over.
erect barriers at the borders, as that about as queer a thing as
In his address to a joint session of Congress last January the Louisville Times editorially you could imagine? The little vilPresident Truman, at one point, referred to the matter of "saving has said. We could arm the mili- lage has.thereby ceased to be remoney". The reference was met with muffled snickers, then loud tia and patrol the borders, we mote, to be different from much
guffaws, from the legislators and the Pressident himself broke into could slap on a tourist tariff, a of the big world. I find myself
a smile, then laughed out loud.
special tax on "foreigners"—and wondering just what it will be
Mr. Oursler contends it is not "dishonest" to talk about the some hardy souls STILL would like When I visit down there
government saving money when there is no intention of doing it, insist on coming into the Blue- again and find electric lights evbut he insists that it is "dishonorable," And the attitude of Con- grass State for the Kentucky Der- erywhere.
gressmen over the President's reference reflects that of their con- by, to see Mammoth Cave and to
An epic event like this makes
stituents the country over.
fish at Dale Hollow and Ken- 'me review the long series of
Men who would not personally steal are finding it increasingly tucky Lake. And to visit their things that have modernized Fieasy and simple to steal from taxpayers and hundreds of -thousands relatives.
delity. When I left the village and
The Times takes a gloomy view. its community in 1906, it really
consider themselves -clever" if they can get on the public payroll
It
does
not
see
in
the face of was, remote, by means of transwhether they earn anything or not.
Our belief'about the present low point of public morals is Judge Ardery's decision how the portation then in use. It took my
that it a phase, rather than the end, of our democracy. We believe $250,000 necessary for tourist pro- brother more than three hours to
it is a result of a false leadership which placed emphasis on mater- motion can come out of the high- drive me and my trunk to the
way fund. All gasoline-tax mon- the railroad through the raw
ialism at a time when we were hungry.
ey, of course, being earmarked winter air. Hills and mud hinderWe vote for that leadership despite war and the unsettled for the
building and repair of ed our speed; it was a miracle of
post-war deficits and mounting public debt because we still have a roads.
persistance for us to arrive at all.
little money in our own pockets.
Well, here's a suggestion for And soon afterwards, in the world
We are gradually realizing, however, that it is borrowed the Court
of Appeals. The high outside, came the automobile, and
money we are jangling, and that every family in America owes tribunal can find
a legal loophole by degrees it worked its way,
$6,000.00 it had nothing to do with borrowing. Also that it has so it can
authorize this use—a use somehow, back to Fidelity and
only a small portion of the amount it owes.
of money everybody but Mr. Hol- beyond. That required a better
Winston Churchill told the people of England in their darkest ifield seems to
approve, but road, and car-owners soo n got
hour he had nothing to offer them but "blood, sweat and tears", and which may be
legally prevented. busy with the authorities who
they elected him on that platform. The American people will do
If the court so desires, it might oversee the building of roads.
the same thing when the pleasures of a "fool's paradise" go sour.
find that spending $250,000 on Now for a good many years a
—(Murray Ledger & Times.) tourist advertising and promotion
good state highway has linked
would result in three or four Fidelity to the world. And then
times that amount being paid there is the matter of education.
Kentucky On The March
into the road-fund by tourists in When I left there, only a onegasoline-taxes. It would not be roomed school dispensed educathe first time the court strained tion. It rapidly grew into a largits logic so far to reach a popular er school and then into a high
By Ewing Galloway
A woman with a small farm was on the telephone. "The best decision.
school. Now it is a big regional
Now,another thing on this mat- consolidated grade an d high
five acres I have is being ruined by Johnson grass, and I wish you
ter
of
roads
and
the
use
of
dol- school, serving a big section of
would tell me where I can get the chemical you recommend for
killing the grass. The ground is fertile second bottom, the best I lars from highway department the eastern side of my old counfunds
for
use
in
primary and ty. If there were no eighth-grade
have."
I told her to send a check to the Oldbury Electro-Chemical general election campaigns. In diplomas hanging around when I
the last state elections, rural- was a child, that doesn't mean
Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y., and that the prices were as follows:
road-funds, the extra money that there are not many college
Less than six drums of 100 pounds each $9.25 per 100; 600 up to
which comes from the additional diplomas now. Always interested
2,000 pounds, $8.75 per drum; a ton or more $8.25. I want other
two-cent-a-gallon gasoline tax in education, Fidelity has kept
farmers with Johnson grass on their land to clip this article for
which went into effect two years pace with a roidly growing
future reference. It will save them the trouble of writing and me
ago—this money was used in two world and need not be ashamed
the trouble of answering them.
ways.
of its unusual achievements.
As I have said before in this column, I have no connection
First, at the psychological time, The horse stayed on long as the
with the manufacturer, I get no commission on sales. I pay the reg- it was spent building or
repair- big means to get hard work done,
ular price for chlorate of soda; Which I am using to kill weeds, vines, ing roads in communities
where but it has gone rapidly in recent
bushes along our outside fence-rows. And to destroy Johnson grass if a Clements choice for the
legis- post-war years. Tractors have
it shows up again on my place. Mine .happens to be one of the very lature was favored. Second,
it taken the • horse's place until -it
few farms in Kentucky absolutely free of the stuff. Over a twelve- was withheld in other
communi- is certain there, as in so many
•
year stretch I have used around 800 pounds of chlorate °Nada. Some ties.
other places, that the days of the
years the clumps, small patches, amounted to half an acre. ,
A n d, administration favorites horse are numbered. I suspect
warned
June is the best time to sprinkle or spray Johnson grass. 'It
that if they were not that a horsedrawn vehicle at Fiis higher than other grasses and easy to find. For small clumps a elected it would not be a tem- delity High School would cause
hand sprinkler is all right. On our fence-row jobs we will use a porary withholding of money at almost as much comment as it
power spray bought for spraying cattle to keep off flies. One all—but that these communities would on the streets of our bigwould not EVER get any of the gest cities. When I first wrote
pound of the chemical to the gallon of water.
"The Old Family Nag," some
Johnson grass does most damage on level land. After it gets bonanza funds.
It is almost impossible to find quarter of a century ago, I senthick you can't grow corn with it, and corn is the most profitable
out exactly how much money sed that the horse was going, but
grain crop in Kentucky.
there is now backlogged in the I could hardly imagine its leavI have been waging a one-man crusade -against Johnson grass rural highway fund,
but a pretty ing Fidelity so soon. Somehow
twelve
years.
On
the
whole
last
it
the
has
been
a
thankless
for
job. fair estimate is in the
neighbor- Fidelity was a fenced-in village
bearer
of
a
unpleasant
news.
Telling farmers they had hood of
I have been
$12,000,000. And the of the older times that would rebetter destroy the pest if they don't want to see their land ruined, monthly income of
this portion main a picture village for me and
has made them uncomfortable, but has moved durned few to action. of the highway
department, the for others that grew up there and
action.
additional 2-cent tax earmarked left it for other places.
And my prodding must be annoying to the U. S. Experiment for secondary and farm-to-marFor many years I have dream• Station, which thus far h-as done little to arouse land owners to the ket roads—amounts to about ed the same dream: of visiting in
rid
of
Johnson
getting
grass.
necessity of
The Government boys $1,000,000 a month.
the out house where I grew up
seem to prefer other conservation work because It is easier.
That's a good sizeable sum. Big and finding it lighted with elecEasier is right. I ought to know after twelve years of crusad- enough to insure the election of tricity.',always woke with a
start
ing that is just now beginning to get results.
almost anyone to anything.
at finding my far-away world so
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Morals Hit Low Mark
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victim, with McClellan, of t h e
dark plotting of the Radicals ln
Colorado, Mother
the Lincoln administration, There
(,1
Oabor
are flaws in that argument. Any- has exactly 13,022 mks id
od Mrs Hob
one who has read Kenneth Wil- streams arid g2,.3p0
Sybl e, Water
1111:
41
ter
•
By Bob Price
liams' "Lincoln Finds A General" which.are flee and
"-Iv
'ere guests of Mr
oft'
stripTuesd
By Rev. Floyd Loperfido
THE CELEBRATED CASE OF and obie-Fved his merciless
Marion Harvill
lic fishing.
genius
of
habiliments
Christianity is interested in
Miss
FITZ JOHN PORTER, by Otto ping of the
evaxx..Olialle_of manlutift_Row
Belsba-MarrtIL Ca.t. tram McClellan spirt come_ to the
view that, far from being t1
does man deal with his neighbor
heads,
rhnf
i
blir4"483.50)
McClellan did a feed,
in the light of bus&ss? What
In early 1862, Fitz,John Porter victim, of ti plot,
kind of recreation does man seek? was a major general of volunteers pretty good job of ruining hinsHow does man go about In pro- In the United States Army. Only self. But, aside from the merits
viding a home for his family? 40, he seemed on the verge of a of the argument, Eisenacijiml
dex
text
ntceIS
rs nifot aditfavwlelyp
What does he do, and how does brilliant career. His record was does not present his case authoris
It
ducumentation
is a superficial, d
strangers
and
in
a
he act among
gaining luster; even the supreme itatively. The
evi- book
strange ajtuation?
command of the Union armies sketelly, he accepts flimsy
The Christian religion, today, was not beyond his reach. Six
is confronted with one of the months later, he was in disgrace;
aPdAjLVins:hterCail,ofChIcago,
ieiI:andCharl
voItedherparns
colegthepastye
gnlicltreatne
greatest problems in its history. he had been court martialed -and
naidBraherletSund
odweremrandrs
i,ong,wyanet.1llan
frsdamraueran
rsTuGrubbsFrid
and
ankielighthsre
adayrecentl1wl
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entget::fmr:s
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m es,
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This problem, like many other cashiered for disobedience and
l
kse-eof
sf' i'vI'r- '
problems, sprung from an act of unbecoming conduct in the secgoodness. This act of goodness, ond Battle of Bull Run.
"Church going", was emphasized
Still, that skyrocket rise—and
for the purpose of getting people fall—was only the beginning.
to attend the Church on Sunday Fitz John Porter did not accept
and trying to keep the Sunday his fate mildly. He fought back
hallowed.
NO
,
111f diet without last maim ia
with all his strength and energy.
It is not my desire to discourage For almost 25 years he fought,
advice ol your family
physkies
attendance,
the people in church
until he wrested vindication from
many to-called weight rei.s,4
neither do I wish to belittle its a reluctant Congress.
importance. But, it does seem to
diets often cause untold ham
Such, in barest outline, is Porme that the emphasis has been ter's case. It isn't quite "an
nmandEcir_dMaStinsaudae_reslirntAloar_D°ns;k:bCsiuhtare_anvrQelaeus
disastrous
mulls Iiyou ors
as
somewhat misplaced. As I see it American Dreyfus Affair", as t-he
now, the man on the street is jacket bills it, but it has elements
wehild and wont to reduce, by all means first gook this cowed d
i
catching this kind of a concep- of treachery and bravery, selfishmedical doctor. only he is qualified to Proscdbe a dim that wig mg,*
tion, concerning the Christian re- ness and selflessness, sympathy
your body with all the necessary health civing toed
am,
ligion. "I am told that I must at- and callousness, that makes a
tend the Church, If I do not at- strange drama, unique in history.
the porno ame add to you, beelines
tend Church, I Will be a miser- It 'is a story long overdue for
able creature. Well, I haven't at- judicious appraisal.
tended church, so what?" "Is the
Unfortunately, Etsenschiml
PHONE 2075
Church that all important, that
does not provide impartial treatI should attend? Why look at
emotional,
His
approach
is
ment.
the many thousands of people
dedicated to the depiction of Porv.no are not in church on Sunter as a pure knight in the midst
days? And we seem to be movof men of infamy. The case is not
ing along pretty well."
cleancut black and white.
The man who entertains such a
There is no doubt that plenty
conception cannot be entirely of dirty work went on at the
blamed—for often, and how of- crossroads. But there is equal
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME
ten—is the Sunday religion em- certainty that Porter did not give
phasized from the point of view his superior officer, the luckless
that "one must attend Church" as John Pope, unalloyed loyalty.
Many farm loans are made hurriedly withei
though the place was more im- His letters to other generals, noportant than the spirit.
consideration of the debt to the income fromlii Refrigerator, Ele•
tably George B. McClellan and
Christianity takes in the spirit Ambrose Burnside, are not the
farm. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the fors
of man, just what he is, and what writings of a good soldier.
eater, Home Fr:
he wishes to be. The church is
Eisenschiml is engrossed with
nor the income from the farm.
not a building, a place or a time, the idea that Porter was a co.r any other of th
where one may go and find him•
self aloof from everything else. present spirit of Christ in the
.y. All you hove
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefulif
The Church is an ever abiding hearts of men throughout the
•
world. The Church is where the
fitted to the farm debt as well as he farm income. number and brin.
man works, where the man seeks
you own this pro.
recreation, where the man lives,
AMORTIZED over a long period of time!'
and where the man is even alone.
.ust pan. You w
The building, we call a church,
make small principal payments. Interest ot 4r;
modernized. Well, the old house is merely a symbol of the very
fact that the spirit of the church
$10.00 in trade o
is gone, or I might find my dreams
per annum, guaranteed throughout the term ti
is abiding in the community.
coming true years after I persis- Wherever we go, into any comuntil Sept. 30, 19
tently dreamed them. Knowing munity, and ,we see the church
the contract.
the many advantages that R.E.A. building, there we have the symill call and get th
has brought and will bring, I re- bol that there are people who
NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES
joice with my old neighbors in are kind, gracious, considerate
their new lights. Sentimentally I and who are trying to live a type
like my Fidelity as it was nearly of life that is of a high standard.
a half century ago, with smoky There we are apt to find man
coal-oil lamps and lanterns and dealing with man in a fair way,
such; but I, too, have a practical man seeking a way to help his
side, and I love to feel that noth- fellow man, man trying to do that
ing is too good for the people. which is right to his neighbor,
DIAL 3351
P. 0. BOX NO 71
who still live in the'area so sacred and man seeking to make the best
PRINCETON,
!UNIT( KI
in my memories. "Let there be use of his Christian religion in
light: and there -was light."
every phase of his life,
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Crusade On Johnson Grass

itch to mountain top coolness with

ATTIC VENTILATION
When the sun goes down in summer, the air begins to cool
off rapidly. Then, with a flick of a switch, you can have that
cool night air pouring quietly into any room in the house.
Remember how you sweltered last summer, how even
the very sheets were hot, how you wakened in the morning
heavy-eyed and exhausted from fighting the heat in an oven.
like bedroom.
The quiet, efficient attic fan Is built In ender the reel.
Them through an opening under the saves, It •shousts
Phu hat, humid air that banks up In tha house during the
day. The cool night air is drawn In through living room
or bedroom windows, pushing the heated air before It,
cooling as it moves. With automatic controls you can
Nan the Ion on In the evening, have It ham itself off
after you've gone to 14/sp. Average cost, for a whole
night's sleep, hve cents. Poe but results, your attic fan
should be capable of changing the alr In your home once
Sack minute and o half. For *sample,•Moves conteining
.

15,000 whit feet et space 111••141 Aim • fess with •
011.S1 al 10,000 sliso Icebi. feH pee asinetell.

No matter how hot the day has been, no matter how hot
the night seems, an attic fan will permit you to drop off into
refreshing sleep as soon as your head touches the pillow. It
seems almost miraculous, the speed with which the house cools.
Just ask a neighbor who has one.

•S
•E

COME

See the attic fan at your dealer's
FUR
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Hopkinsville Road

Miss Catherine Hopper arid Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs:Itufus Atkins in
By Miss Hula Wilson
L. C. Dowdy of Hopkinsville
Murray this week.
Preaching by pastor Saturday,
spent one evening last week with
iMss Carol B. Quertermous, her sister,
Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. F. A. Thomas.
Murray, is visiting her father, J.
Sunday School had 78 present,
Allen and Mildred Capps, HopQuenteranous, and grandmoth• Including' visitors.
kirii County, visitor Mr. and Mrs.
er, Mrs. Jock Quertermous.
Prayer Meeting conducted by
Chester Capps and funnily recentJatiss Frances Young, Lexing- ly. - •
Mr. Hugh.McGowan, was enjoyton, arrived Sunday to spend a
ed by 40 who were present.
• Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Thomas and
few days with her parnets, Mr.
Among the out-of-community
son, Kenneth, and Mr. Meredith
and Mrs. W. M. Young.
members and visitors attending
Stephens visited in Christian
church Sunday were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Martin awl county Sunday
afternoon.
Ws. Stanley McGowan, Wayne
children, Nancy and David, Mex- 'Mrs.
Guy Wats, Sr., has reand Linda, Mr. and Mrs. William
ico, were Sunday guests of Mr. turned
from Evansville Where
Robinson, Mr.• Earl Vinson, Mrs.
and Mrs. Russell Melton.
she visited in the home of her
chilWillie Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton son, Thomas
E. C. Harwood and
Nabb and family.
Wyatt and children, Mr. and Mrs.
tibia and Charles of and children, David and Helen,
Mr. and Mrs. K. V. Bryant and
Herschel Rogers, Miss Annie RogHome s, Morgan- and Mr. Earl Morgan left Tueschildren were the Sunday dinner
ers, Mr. 0. C. Rogers, Mr. and
visaed her parents, Mr. day morning for Larenyo. Calif., guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Hernia
Mrs. Lindel Stcwart and chiFriday.
Grubbs,
where
they
will
visit
Mr. and Travis.
gra T. L.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winters.
returned Mrs. Gayle Downing. They will
'e Wright has
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Glenn, Mr.
May 28th, Mr. and Mrs. James
caapbellsville where he at- visit Mrs. Lucille Scott in OakWilson entertained with a fine
land, Calif., and Guy Wiggiiiton and Mrs. E. L. Knowles and Mrs.
college the past year.
John Morgan, a 11 of Paducah,
dinner, in honor of Mr. Wilson's
guests of Mrs. Retta in Los Angeles before returning
spent Sunday in the home of Mr.
birthday. Those present were Mr.
were Mr. and Mrs. Me- home.
and Mrs. Otho Storms, Betty Sue,
Mr. and Mrs Charles Puckett, and Mrs. Tulley Choice.
w& Wyanet, Ill., and Mr.
Otho Carol, Carolyn, Jimmie and
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hamby and
gra Adam Bauer and son, Bowling Green., spent Sunday as
Paulettee, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
guests of her grandparents, Mr. son, Tommy, Hopkinsville, aspent
gyansville.
Kingery, Miss Lillie Addridge,
Saturday and Sunday with Mr.
Rus- and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Id Harmon. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Ovid Hart and LeMr. and eOs. Hampton Carner and Mrs. I. T. Sholar.
so,' misses Donna Querterroy, Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smiley
Gary Goodaker, son of Mr. and GREAT GRANDFATHER
od Sue Blackburn are vis- and son, John H., and Jimmy
WEDS,GIRL: Sam Hedge, 61-year-old and Jimmie,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Jones Lashbrook. Morganfield, were Mrs. Russell Goodaker, is spend- great grandfather from Chicago, and Gitta Rauch,
it sad Mrs Steve
29-year-old Wilson, Messrs. Clint and Howing several days with Kay Nabb. Austrian girl
exchange rings at their wedding in Bad Gleichen- ard
Ladd, Miss Joan Storms,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. berg, Austria. Marriage was culmination of a mail courtship Messrs. Billie Pat Hart, Franklin
which
began
three
years
ago
when
Hedge
saw
a
photograph in Smiley and Charles Newsom, Mrs.
Arlie Vinson.
Rev. Ray Wigginton and D. E. Chicago. He began to send her food parcels and the mail court- Allie Haile, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ship
began.
Hedge
proposed
by
telephone last year. He is a Newsom. May he enjoy
Morgan left Tuesday for Los Anmany
geles, Calif., to attend General chef in a Chicago restaurant but says his bride will do the fain- more happy birthdays.
ily
cooking.-(AP
Wirephoto via radio from London)
Assembly. Rev. Wigginton w a s
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinsent from the Cumberland Prez- Wyanet, Ill.
Nita, Rita a n d Squeaky Rogers, 30 n, of Princeton, visited Mr.
byterian church here as Corm itsMr. and M r s. Leslie Bright Carolyn Conway, Eddie and Jim- and Mrs. Hilbert Teear Sunday.
sioner on part of Minister. Mr. were in Paducah Saturday. They
Mrs. Zora Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
my Baker, James, Pat and Judy
Morgan is representing camm,s- were accompanied home by Miss
Wheeler, Sharon and Kay Rog- Clint Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs.
sioner on part of church Elder.
Maggie Coleman who spent the ers, Rodney Travis, Sharon Tra- Claud Lindsey at Providence
Mrs. Retta Hearod and daugh weekend as their guest.
vis, Gerald and Ronald Travis._ Sunday.
ter, Felna Ruth, are spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley WitherMrs. Roy Ashby visited her sis- Others were Larry Linzey, Linsummer with her daughter, Mrs. ter, Mrs. B. B. Hughes, in Stur- da and Gary Blackburn,
H. C. and spoon and children visited Mrs.
Malcom Long and Mr. Long in gis Sunday.
Lenora Rice. Mrs. Russell Melton, Claud Storms and family Sunday
Mr Bradley Henson left Sun- Mrs. Gene Rogers, Mrs. W. B. night.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Stanley McGowday for Nashville where he will Conway, Mrs. Clifford Baker,
RUPTURE
enter Vanderbilt hospital for ob- Mrs. Norman Wheeler, Mrs. Lon an and children visited Mr. and
EXPERT COMING
Oliver and children, Mrs. Mattie Mrs. Hugh McGowan Sunday.
servation and treatment.
HERE AGAIN
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly, Mr.
GEO. L. HOWE
Mrs. Amble Fuller left Satur- Rice an d Mrs. George Milroy,
bfrigerator, Electric Range, Electric Water
Well-known expert. of India- day for Nashville after receiving Mrs. Lawrence Travis, Mrs. Marie and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and chilnapolis will personally dem- word of the birth of a 7Y2 pound Travis, Mrs Vernon Travis, Mrs. dren visited Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Heater, Home Freezer, Radio, Sink or Cabinets
Ladd at Cedar Bluff Sunday.
onstrate his method without daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Harry Brasher, and the hostess.
charge at the Princeton Hotel,
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers enand
Mrs.
Rev.
Flowers
Harry
mond
Cannon
Friday
the
night.
21
of
Mrs.
other
products
made
by CrosPrinceton, Thursday, June 15th
a any
tertained with a bountiful dinner
from 9 A.M. to 12 noon. Ask Cannon is the former Miss Hazel visited in town Sunday afternoon. unday. May 28th 'n
h o o of
Rev. Flowers is a ministerial stufor Mr. Howe at desk.
Fuller.
ley. All you have to do is write down the serial
Mr. Howe says the Howe
will
dent
pastor
serve
and
as
of
Mrs. N. T. Cole and daughter,
method contracts the openings
the First Presbyterian church
lumber and bring to us, and sign a card that
in remarkably short time on Joyce, of Kuttawa, were guests diving
the summer months.
the average case, regardless of of Mrs. Ed Harmon recently.
and
Mrs. Tom Hunsaker,
Mr.
the
size
or
location
of
the
rupMrs.
Jimmy
this
and
product
own
we
Kunnecke,
will
Calvert
give
you
you the
ture and no meter how much City, visited her parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hunsaker and
you lift or strain and puts you
Mrs. Cecil Brasher over the week- John Hunsaker, all of Denver,
dust pan. You will also receive coupons worth
Colorado, are visiting the Charles
back to work the same day as end
efficient as before you were
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Harper Brockmeyer family here and
110.00 in trade on any Crosley product. Good
ruptured.
other relatives and friends in
The Howe Rupture Shield and Mr. Byron P a r e, Lincoln Princeton. This is Mr. Tom Hununtil Sept. 30, 1950 - - - Or call 3141 and we
has no leg strap; waterproof, Park, Mich., were guests of Mrs.
sanitary, practically indestruc- Florence Parr and Miss Dorothy saker's first visit home in 22
tible and can be worn while Parr during the week. Mr. and years.
will call and get the serial number.
bathing. Each shield is skill- Mrs. Harper were calied here by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brockfully molded and fitted to the the death of Mrs. Mack Spickard meyer, Jr., gave a chicken barbeparts under heat which gives a
cue last Wednesday night in honin Princeton.
perfect fit and satisfaction.
Thomas Jones and J. E. Boone or of guests from Colorado. HonLarge and difficult ruptures
following operations especial- have returned from Murray orees were Mr. and Mrs. T o m
ly solicited.
Hunsaker, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
where they attended school.
Do not overlook this opporMr. and Mrs. George Johnson, Hunsaker and John Hunsaker of
tunity if you want gratifying
results. Mailing address P. 0. Paducah, spent the weekend with Denver. Others present were Mr.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs C. T. and Mrs. Shell Hunsaker and son,
Box 5233 E. Michigan St
Mrs. Leon Cummins and children,
Henson.
Station, Indianapolis 1, Ind.
Miss Leilani Newberry a n d Leo and Brenda Kaye, all of
Charles Harwood, Morganfield, Princeton, Mr. and Mrs. Brockare spending t h e summer with lawyer and daughter, Sandra.
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cocoa, mahogany and other
T. L. Grubbs.
Charles Young, Evansville,-vis- hard woods, kola nuts, palm kerited his father, L. B. Young and nels, copra and rubber are the
Mrs. Young and Mr. and Mrs. West African Gold Coast's chief
Veldin Yandell during the week- agricultural exports.
end.
Victor, Colorado, twin city to
Mrs. Bill Smith entertained
Saturday afternoon with a party Cripple Creek, is still a mecca for
in honor of the birthday of her visitors and still a famous mining
son, Billy. Those attending were town whose streets were once
Mary Nell and Eddie Melton, paved with gold.
osa tars. Hob Osborne and
sy b I e, Watertown.
of Mr and
were guests 'Tuesday.
orlon Harvill
soy -anti PANS -Dora
;
.re spending a . few 43%
where Miss Young
.
treatment.
•oots medical
sod airs J. L Vinson and
of Chicago, spent
r. Carol,
recently with Mr.
itdays
scs Arlie Vinson
Brasher left Sunday for

gge

their ion, C. B's birthday. Those
present were Mr. end Mrs. Aaron
Rogers, Mrs. Waylon Rogers and
Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph jiaile,
Misses Robbie Storms, Barbara
Burton, Wanda, Verb a and Ruby
Rea Farris, Messrs. Jonathan McOermieie-Holier Offen, tart NftrF
son, Gilmer and C. B. Rogers. May
he enjoy many more happy
birthdays.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Loyd Aldridge,
Elbert and Jessie visited Mr. and
Mrs. 0. D. Lindsey, at Paris,
Tenn.,Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Farris,
Jimmie and L. C. Fletcher, Misses Imogene and Dorothy Aldridge visited Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Hensley and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvill Corley, of
Evansville, recently visited the
Higdons and Lacys.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Woosley
and son, of Detroit, recently visited the Travis Cartwright, Loyd
Oden and Wallace Oden families.
The Loyd Oden family recently
visited Mr. Gage Blalock and

Five-County PMA Meet
Scheduled Here June 15
A five-county meeting of PMA
county and community leaders
will be held in Princeton on
Thursday, June 15, for the discusirtorc'or ThT-19alt - program and'
proposals for the 1951 progrern,
according to an announcement by
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, secretary of
the local MIA.
family at White Plains.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden recently entertained the Loyd Oden
family, Travis Cartwright family, the Gordon Woosley family,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Blalock.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Haile recently.
Little Miss Glenda Rogers has
been suffering with bronchitis.
Mrs. Urey Scott is visiting relatives in Detroit.
The Farallon Islands, 26 miles
west cif San Francisco, have a
population of 30.

Don't take chances with hail. Avoid worry and
possible catastrophe. It costs no more to insure
early - - - rates reasonable.

We now have two farms for sale near Fredonia.

Established 1907 — Phone 2441

Princeton, Kentucky

General Electric Refrigerator(

PRE-TESTED FOR
PRINCETON.

COLUMBIA ',WEAN 11411DS

This General Electric Refrigerator is pre-tested for your
home!
it has been pro-tested and preengineered for this area for the
varying temperature and humidity conditions in this climatei
Corns in and see this remarkable General Electric Refrigerator today. Ask us about its
many featurea. When you see
it, we think you will agree that
it is the finest dollar-for-dollar
value anywhere!

WEATHER INSURANCE
For A Clean, Gleaming Car

Want to insure that you have a nice clean, shining car for any special occasion? Then bring it
here for a wash job.

Custom-Made Venetian Blinds
By Nationally Advertised —

COLUMBIA MILLS
Measured and installed for you by MORGAN'S to insure you perfltct fit. Your choice of 15 slat colors with matching or contrasting
topes, plus these other special features:
• Automatic Safety Stop - - - holds blind firm - - no slipping.
•Snap Stop - - - keeps blind from rattling when
window is open.
* Easy to Clean - - rusting.

Drive in today and let the boys put a Shine on
your car. The(' fill up with powerful D-X gasoline - - - We also have installed new equipment
to give you an expert job on wheel balancing.
MOOS NOW PACS MAIM — Men as 11 whit
few of refrigerated morale NW& I. shadow
steel Integer holds up to 24 lb* it frozen feeds,
has 4 WI trays. Roc^ for 12 egamtkuart laoStIsh
Rocm tnsk sad must* drawled

DON'T DELAY - - - DRIVE IN TODAY

DUNN & PIER
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
FURNITURE DEALERS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

Firestone Products
S. W. DUNN
N. E. Ct. Sq.

DX Motor Oils
R. M. OLIVER
Phone 2662

- - -

This mechanism largely determines how economically your refrigerator
iu
4tralto
... and how many years it will serve you faithfully. When you hay •rstrijp
west • depeedebbs refrigeration unit. That means you moat•0-11I
Itinnetniter: Mote Mow 2,200,000 0-1 Rotrigetertore in roe 10 yours et (*wiped

A a;
,

Homemakers News Cobb News

farmersville News

Retired Sebree Editor
Dies At Henderson

Mrs. Edwin Jacob and children
of Madisonville spefirTuesday in
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mallory Porter.
Mrs. Francis Utley, Eddivillk,
and Miss Maude Moneymaker,
Louisville, spent Wednesday in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
White.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris White of
Wallonla spent Saturday with
Mr. White's aunt, Mrs. Lena
Kenady, who remains seriously

Sebree — (AP) — Funeral
services were conducted Tuesday
Mesdames Raymond Stroube
for Robert Houston Royster, 80,
and Albert Hartigan were hostretired editor and publisher of
esses to the Otter Pond Homethe Sebree Banner, who died
makers Milo at the Community
Sunday after a brief illness.
House.
Royster died in a Henderson
Twenty-three members an d
hospital, where he had been takthree visitors heard Mrs. Ray
en after being stricken recently
Martin explain how flowers,
at his home here.
when carefully chosen for the
He purchased the Banner, a
place where they are to be used,
weekly newspaper, in 1914 from
well arranged in suitable conR. B. McGregor. It was known as
tainers and placed interestingly,
Mrs. Willard Allen, Cadiz, the Sebree Herald under Mcadd a charming spirit of freshness and cheer which cannot be spent the weekend with her Gregor.
Royster served in the Kentucachieved in any other way. Mrs. mother, Mrs. Bob McAlister.
Mr. William Larkins, Hopkins- ky,state Senate from 1932 to 1936.
Chas. Geiger demonstrated the
basic principles in flower ar- ville, visited his daughter, Mrs. He was author of the old-age
pksion amendment to the state
Garland Wood and family.
rangements.
Miss Cleo Hart and Mrs. Jack constitution.
The devotional and thought for
Born in Henderson county, he
the month was given by Mrs. P'Pool left Monday for Murray
Thomas White. Mr s. Connie where they entered the summer came to Sebree in 1898, operated
a music store for a while and CITATION BREAKS TWO WORLD RECORDS: The mighty
Crawford was introduced as a term at Murray State College.
Citation, with Steve Brooks aboard, crosses finish line ahead of
new member.
Mitchell, Guy Shoulders, Chas. later was connected with A. B. Bolero to win the $20,000 added Golden Gate mile at Golden Gate
Those present were Mesdames Geiger, Raymond Stroube, Thom- Sellers in a mercantile business.
Fields at Albany, Calif., Saturday in the record breaking time of
Collin Ladd, Albert Hartigan, as White and Connie Crawford. He rctired as editor of the Ban1:33 3-5. The victory brought Citation's earnings to $924,1330, to
ner
on
his
80th
birthday,
Bernice Jones, Willis K. CrawOct.
4,
Misses Irene Mashburn, Doroeclipse the world mark held by Stymie. (AP Wirephoto)
ford, W. P. Crawford, George thy Ferguson, Robbie Sims. Visi- 1949, and his son, Byron Royster,
Martin, Jr., H. C. McConnell, Bob tors were Earl Hartigan and Wil- took over his newspaper duties.
Royster was superintendent of
Powley, Ray B. Martin, Ramey ma Vandiver.
the Methodist church Sunday
Johnston, L. B. 4ris, Jim Mitchschool here for 35 years and was
ell, W. S. Denhath, Kelley Marpresident of the Webster County
tin, Garnett Trotter, Moscoe Cobb
Plain, simple, well-balanced Sunday School Association for
and suitable colored flower conthan 20 years.
WM op YOUR SOIL with tainers should be chosen for ar- more
A sister, Mrs. Virgie McMullin,
By Cynthia Lowry
search in catalogues and converranging our flowers, said Mrs. Williamson, W. Va., also survives.
Where there's a hose and sation.
Elizah Lamb and Mrs. Dorothy
grounds there's usually a probAll vines, whether grown from
Holloway when Cobb Homemaklem of privacy, or of shade, or seeds, bulbs or cuttings have a
ers met at the home of Mrs. Gtiy
of covering up which can best be common quality: they peed someLouellen May 19.
handled by a member of the thing to grow on. It can be a
Minor project, the outdoor fireCharles Paris and Preston Mor- vine family.
string, a pole, a trellis, a wall, a
place, was given by Mrs. Otis ris are in Peoria, Ill., looking for
It's a big family, ranging from tree or a bank.
Smiley.
work.
roses to wistaria, including annuThere's a vine to suit one's
Those present were Mesdames
T h e Phebean Sunday School als
and perennials, plants which needs, and it's up to the gardener
ROCK PHOSPHATE Rob McCalister, Cline Murphy, Class
met in the home of Miss
appreciate sun, shade, rich soil to find it. Any of the vines which
Particles so finely ground
Earl Wood, Guy Louellen, Doro- Dorothy Cash Tuesday
night, with and lean soil. It would be
they look like face powder
futile will streak up a string can be
thy Holloway, Etta Taylor, Eli- eight members present.
... feed each tiny root hair
to try to do more than introduce used for a quick screen. There's
zah Lamb, Clyde Wood, One
with natures richest source
Rev. Billy McInwayne preached a few common, useful and beau- the fabulous kudzu
vine, for exBryant and Otis Smiley.
of natural phosphate.
Sunday in the absence of the tifying vines and urge further re- ample. It
451b It costs little or no more to
can shoot up beyond a
New members are Mrs. Genepastor,
Rev.
DeBell.
get the fiedu froeuderra' rock;
second story window in a single
inie Murphy and Miss Thelma
jest insist on the POUR LEAP
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Faughn Bill Brown.
growing season if given sturdy
Paxton. Visitors were Mrs. Besbrand for quick results.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
Brown
have
Bettie
Jean, Barbara Lee and
sie Cummings, Mrs. Mollie Danie
support. Dutchmen's pipes will
PA Pero..For
moved
in
the
house
with
Mrs provide a thick, leafy
Minnie Mae Cartwright attended
Wale Thoodoo Phosphate Coompoorp,
,
and Miss Vandiver.
porch
*07 South Ilowborn
the singing at Kuttawa Springs Brown's parents in Princeton.
Moir.5,
screen which defies peepers—and
yew kraol deolen
r
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall spen a charming little flower thrown
The ninon pine, found in the Sunday afternoon.
E. F. ORDWAY
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Winters the weekend with their parents in as a bonus. But
west, makes a good Christmas
if a nose-count
FREDONIA, KY.
tree because it has pleasant aroma and Sarah Ann visited Mrs. Edna Mr. and Mrs. Owen Morris an were made, probably the most
Cartwright
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sunday
Hall
of
Princeton.
afternoon.
Phone 9-.1 and 9-W
and does not droop.
popular vine of them all is the
Mr. and Mrs. Luther CartMr. and Mrs. Robert Hall an long-time favorite, morning
glorwright and boys visited Mr. and son, Mr. and Mrs. James Georg ies, and of these, the Heavenly
r s. Charlie Chambers Sunday and family, spent Sunday wit Blue is best
known and loved.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Owe
afternoon.
There's the handy, fast-growMorris.
Rev. McInwayne spent Sunday
ing scarlet runner bean, a brilwith Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Sons an liant splash of color
whether
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown have family were in Evansville Suncoiling up a backyard post, along
bought the home of Mr. and Mrs. day and went to the zoo.
a clothesline or snaking up on
runner in front of the porch. And
there's that first cousin of the
morning glory, wraithilike and
BLEACH, White Monday, full quart
visable in the nightime, the
10c
mown flower.
MEAL, cloth bag, 25 lbs.
95c
If a vine cover is needed, not
even poor soil need be a deterNEW POTATOES, large size, 10 lbs
rent. The climbing nasturtium,
39c
like it's low growing sister,
SUGAR, pure cane, factory packed bag
thrives on a lean mixture and
balks on a rich dirt.
10 lbs.
85c
... because perspiration and dust soon soil light
In the case of the perennials,
SUGAR, pure cane, 100 lb. bag
$8.25
summer garments and the heat makes them lose
growth is usually slower than
among the annuals, so it's fretheir press. For that reason your apparel needs
DUZ, large box, each
25c
quently a good idea to fill in with
particular care in cleaning during hot weather.
a quick annual vine while the
OXYDOL, large box, each
25c
perennial is taking it's time nearby.
TIDE, large bait oath
-----25c
The bittersweet, with it's handu Alp
FOR BEST LOOKS AND LONGEST WEAR
some orange and red fall berries,
ivv•XWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
70c
is among the most popular perennial vines, and also provides a
PURE LARD, 50 lb. can
$5.99
rich, deep-green leaf during the
summer. But be careful about
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, crt.
$1.60
letting it climb up a leader pipe
for it can bend it and warp it.
COFFEE, Triple R. Peaberry 1 pound . . . 45c
And if it's berries you want, a
plant bearing staminate flowers
FLOUR, plain or selfrising, 25 lb. bag
. $1.25
must be near enough to one with
WE MOTH-PROOF WINTER CLOTHES.
pistillate blooms to permit cross,
TOMATO SAUCE, Leota Belle, 14 oz.
pollination. Otherwise one must
BRING YOURS IN TODAY. WE'LL CLEAN
2 bottles
be content with just leaves.
15c
THEM AND PLACE IN BAGS FOR YOUR
The ivies, of course, are most
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, pound
OWN STORAGE.
21c
useful, although only Boston ivy
is able to climb smooth stone
and brick without an assist of
some sort.
Wistaria is a popular plant and
tempermental as they come.
SUPER LOW PRICES
When one refuses
about
East Main St.
211 W. Shepardson St. Princeton, Ky. the only recourse tois bloom,
Phone 2611
jive it a
solid shock with severe pruning
of the vine and maybe—as a last
resort—a root pruning.
Clematis, another favorite, is
handy, provides many varieties
and colors, and are hearty eaters. It does best with a light
mulch of manure during the
summer and a heavier mulch of
the same for wintering. Some
types will flower as early as
May, while the purple Jackmanni
and Boy! Is my piggy bank goin' to take a beating - - cause I'm
comes along in mid -summer and
goin' overboard for my Pop on a grand gift from Wood
the white flowered paniculata
Bros. for
blooms in September.
Rambler an d climbing roses
come under the heading of vines,
too. A Dorothy Perkins sprawled
over a bank is a June sight to

Otter Pond

Thursda , June 8,
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Clinging Vines Solve
Problems Of Privacy

Miss Jimella Watson, who has
been ill for the past week, is
improving.
Mn. Ida Harper accompanied
Mil./pink Asher to Detroit last
Thursday. Mrs. Harper has gone
to visit her daughter, Mrs Lloyd
'board.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Ray and
daughter, Ella Jean, spent Sunday in Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Faughn and
sons ealled on Mrs. Faughn's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Urey Stone,
last Wednesday.
Mrs. J. W. McChesney has
been under the care of Dr. K. L.
Barnes for the past week. She
rtuck a nail in her foot last Sunday.
The W.M.S. of Donaldson Baptist Church met with Mrs. Phenie
Carrier last Thursday.
Miss Doris Ann Carrier spent
Saturday night with her grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Egbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Vinson
behold.
And of course, when what's
needed is a ground cover which
will also hold the soil, honeysuckle is perfect. But it is aggressive and will take over as much
growing space as you'll let it,
and choke the life out of anything around it.

moved to Princeton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jotut R. McDowell have been touring the eastern part of the state. They visited the State Capitol, Cumberland
Falls, Harrodsburg, and other
points of interest.
Miss Shirley Jean Matthews la
visiting in Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harper
of the Flat Rock community called on M r s. J. W. McChesney
Sunday afternoon.
Miss Ercell Jane Egbert, Western Teachers College, spent the
weekend with her parents, Rev.
and Mn. H. A. Egbert.
Miss Joanne Watson is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Hobart Crider,

Mexico.
Our hearts were msg.
the tragic death of
Waft
ler last Sunday We esfem4
pathy to thr bereaved
f
American housewives
unst
have chosen yellow
as they
orite color for clay
tile
wall coverings,
according 1.
Tile Council of Americo.
Montana Christmat trees
.
sold in every state
north
Ohio and west of the if of•
rivers.
Truffles grow in
cluster.
derground and are found
ns
or pigs trained to recogniz.
distinctive smell.

HERE'S PROOF

Roberts 191tees

Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pnid
C. A. Woodall

Virgil Smith
OMCES

Princeton

Fredonia

Mario

Tel. 9

Tel. 2441

Tel.

Bodenhamer Cleaners

THIS IS MY DAD --FATHER'S DAY, June 18th

Check This List of Gift Suggestions For Your Dad
...
SUITS, By Mart
SHIRTS, White, Colors by Enro
TIES, From Wemberly, Regal
HOSE, By Munsing
PAJAMAS, by Enro, shorts & longs .

$27.50 $45.00
$3.75 - $5.00
$1.00 - $2.00
$ .50 - $1.00
$4.00 - $6.00

NEW,FULL-S1ZED
STANDARD PORTABLE

Th. ROYAL

zimately 7
era in Ca
ted in the
said. These
95 per cent
th the co
only is
II county in,
Leader

500 Pairs Men's
SUMMER SLACKS

WOOD BROS.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"

LOOK!
on.

Princ
Cilec
you

• RAYON
• RAYON
• RAYON
• RAYON
• RAYON
• RAYON

90

Shape Retaining Fabrics In All
The New Summer Colors! Cool
A n d Comfortable. 28 to 42.
Slide Fastener Flys — Reversed
pleats. ALTERED FREE IN OUR
OWN TAILOR SHOP!

Skip Dent Mesh
Broadcloths
Chambrays
Madras
Solids
Fancies
Whites

kit
F

Broadcloth
PAJAMAS

Thinki
is a big re
ldspot. Kelvi
use and a nu
is guaranteed
d losing insul
.., the price is
err

$200
RoOmy Cut from ins Sots
Bodied' cotton broadcloth.
.Notch collar, button frost

WES
Broadea

style with drowttring
In gray, blue,

Moil.

0,

wine with contrasting tfirc
Sizes A.D. Beg Opportune's
Buyl

For Dress or Sports!
Hundreds of New Summer
Fabrics, Colors, Weaves.(
With The
New LongWearing
Collar.
Guaranteed
To Outwear,
The Superb
Broadcloth
Body.

Meg ye
Vtivt kerne it w

estigk cheek
Dew is mud

ths Poen need
check basement
Heti are many
Williemt Paint

COMPANION 1.98 & $2.98

SUMMER SUIT CLOSEOUT!

$6950cfl
wax

win'
CARRYING
CASh

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS
• ALL WOOL TROPICALS
•"BUR-MIL" RAYONS
• ALL NEW STOCK
• VALUES TO
$50.00
• GET YOURS
TOMORROW!

•IOW, IASI IMIS
•mum vuocue

Howard D. Happy

•
•
1.
-..menneessese-W-W A re''
,

- NYLON CORDS
TROPICALS
SHARKSKINS
GABARDINES
POPLINS
APPLESKINS

They're All Here!

(IncorPorated)
HOPRINSVILLE, KY.

roe

c

CHEEKS WI
NOD°
DRINK
FROM
IKETON

HIS DAY! JUNE 18"

WITH SHIFT FREEDOM

SPORT SHIRTS, By Enro & Rough, long & short sleeve . . $2.95 $4.00
TEE SHIRTS, By Rugby & Munsing
$1.00 - $2.50
SHIRTS, SHORTS, By Munsing
$1.00 - $1.50

sot pastures
grain for c
cres. Three f
dug accor
P/riA Pr
a 2.218 c
moved. One
n open ditch
ersion ditch

Established 1147

Summer Is A Demon
ON CLOTHES

QUINN'S GROCERY

a nd
were carri
county f
II
ricultural
249:2
.dtodl.t1elso1nyytau:103111
oldse5dfetramlyahefh,boad
r5er,enrus e,dnu bpioplu.estscduhshasiscityascipxrat o

Associates
Ma Baker

Russell Woodall

That QUINN'S Has the Latest
Low Prices.

LET BODENHAMER DO IT

A
ou
,water

C. A.Woodall Insurance Agency

White Sulphur

1

oy, Juno

r,
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Study Being Made
Of Farm Methods

CCC Bins Ready For
Corn Storage July 31
The 20 CCC grain bins are now
completed and ready to receive
c,rn titer he maturity date. of
July 31, W. S. Traylor, chairman
the Caldwell county PAM
co,vnittee announced yesterday.
Due to the present high price
ot corn, most farmers are paying
off their government loans and
redeeming their corn, consequently the amount of corn stored may
not be so great this year," Traylor said.
"No grain except CCC grain
can ever be stored in these bins
under the present law," he
added.

Alfalfa Goes Down
Deep For Moisture

-Deep-rooted alfalfa may be- ata-yiribeing made in'Wiirsfi•-•
to get water rather efficientable
ington county to find out how imn d water conservation tion because of these conservaly to a depth of 5 feet and crops
said,
Traylor
tion
1,115
practices,"
takon
are
of
farming
ways
out
proved
carried
were
like corn and wheat have root
ing hold. Farmers are being askfarms under the "but businesses in the county
I county
systems that feed to a depth of
n
upon
which
depend
agriculture
certried
Conservatio
have
they
ed
whether
• ricultural
2 to 4 feet," says Dr. W. A. Seay
414**104101101MOONIN*1010001611MIONININIMUSINIIIIIMISIIInut**.
S. are direct beneficiaries."
tain new crops and methods,
, according to W.
of the Experiment Station of the
county
gotten
have
informathey
where
the
A check-up of 1949 ACP rec, chairman of
University of Kentucky.
practices,
new
these
about
tion
ords in the county PMA office
mmittee.
When Chester Ross of Boyd
"These crops are able to go for
to
were
they
influenced
and how
a total of $55,095 is now By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
county turned his herd on his
e lengths of time beport of 1949 ACP *mom- shows
considerabl
them for the first time.
College of Agriculture and
farm- going to farmers to help pay the
cover crop, milk production in- try
tween rains because of the large
nts by 1,121 county
the practices.
Home Economics
Through the survey, which is
ased today by the PMA cost of
'soil reservoir' from which they
..***
creased nine gallons daily.
1.10111101MIMISSuoimowl*
being made by the Rural SocioOther conservation benefits refeed, although corn may suffer
The corn derby contest in
n is as follows:
SUMMER GREENS
the
Agriculof
logy
Department
lime- sulting indirectly from this work
at certain stages because of its
Johnson county has 21 entrants,
1 of 15,124 tons of
has
weather
cool
spring's
This
UniStation,
tural
Experiment
on cannot be estimated, the chairBy R. A. MARRY,
very rapid growth and need for
four of them being 4-H club
as used by 375 farmers
the
of
harvest
the
out
stretched
is
hoped
it
of
Kentucky,
versity
man said.
County Agent
much water.
members.
greens, but they will soon
"cool"
ng
can
that a better understandi
Tobacco growers are reporting
"Aluegrass and white clover
Some of the indirect benefits
The Drury Chapel Homemakers be gained of how new farming Oats Good Summer
hundred a n d thiry-four
and there should be
gone,
be
trouble with the flea beetle af- Club in Gallatin county, with the
are the soil saved from washing
and many other pasture plants
Turkeys
For
take
their
to
Feed
used a total of 2,800 tons
greens
summer
some
ideas spread, why the spread is
ter plants are set in the field.
nearly all of their roots in
grasses and away, and the increased produccooperation of the Fiscal Court,
During the growing period have
Two such greens are Swiss
r phosphate on
The best control is in the bed, is redecorating the 4-H club slow or Jest, and what types of
tivity of the land which will place.
top 4 inches of soil and very
the
used
farmers
turSixty
before
kept
be
should
.
New Zealand spinach, using one part Paris green to 5
farmers are the first and the last mash
below one-half
for chard and
house, as a community meeting to try them. The findings should keys at all times, says J. E. few roots extend
, potash under the pro- continue to bring returns
and their sowing time is now.
parts arsenate of lead, dusting at place.
to a much smaller volDue
foot.
new many years tc come.
acres
11,62
seeded
Turkeys
18
As with all leaf crops, the soil rate of /
suggest ways of cutting down on Humphreys in "Growing
4 pound per 100 square
3
ume of soil from which to extract
More than 50 farms in Scott the time between the discovery on Range," a leaflet published by
nt pastures and 144 reshould be made highly fertile, as yards or dust with 1/2 pound of
water, unless we supply 'artificial
on
crops
cover
grain for
by chopping in poultry manure, rotenone (1%) or cryolite (70- county are enrolled in the green- of a new thing and its adoption the College of Agriculture and rain' or irrigation water the pasres. Three farmers reportHome Economics, University of
a bushel to 200 square feet, or 80% sodium fluoaluminate) to pasture program.
by all or most of the farmers.
ture suffers from drought, while
s dug according to specinitrate of soda or ammonium nit- 100 square yards of bed.
Some of the newer farm prac- Kentucky.
The Gage 4-H Club in Ballard
corn, wheat and alfalfa may be
a
to
are
taken
they
time
the
By
the
same
for
pounds
by
2
s of PMA program with
on
are
the
rate,
tices being checked
If the plants have already been county added to its treasury
able to get along fairly well unold
enough
are
turkeys
,( 2,218 cubic yards of
range,
the
amount of space.
set without treatment apply three painting 55 rural mailboxes and use of bluestone-lime on tobacco
til rain does fall."
e
ol
h
w
and
corn
whole
xwed. One claimed payto
eat
Swiss chard is merely a beet, pounds per acre of a mixture of stencilling on them the owner's beds, priming tobacco, growing
conhe
wheat,
whole
apd
open ditch drainage, two
-corn
Ky. 31 fescue and Ladino clover,
specially bred to make foliage. 1 part paris green to 5 parts of name.
Many growers feed whole
rsion ditches and two on
FEDERAL LAND BANK
There is a white kind, Lucullus, arsenate of lead or dust with 3
Hopkins county has 55,000 acres testing soil to determine what tinues.
'nage.
plant foods are needed, building oats even earlier.
By OLIVER C. ALLCOCK " and also Rhubarb, which as its per cent DDT, using about four of forest land.
LOANS
of
whole
A good grain mixture is
,ximately 76 per cent
terraces and farming on the conSoil Conservation Service
name implies, is brilliant red. pounds per acre.
Because of the excellent work
pounds
40
and
wheat,
each,
corn
Offer
vaccicorn,
hybrid
growing
tour,
mers in Caldwell county
in
dropped
be
WILDFIRE FOUND
How much is a winter cover The seed should
done by members of the Bethel
20 pounds of oats. This
ated in the 1949 program, crop worth?'
pairs, 12 inches apart, in 30-inch
are that some plant 4-H Club in Bath county, the nating calves for Bangs disease, and
Indications
MONEY TO
CHEAP
said. These farmers opshould be beds are affected with wildfire. Parent-Teachers Association is artificial breeding, keeping farm should be hopper fed. Turkeys do
"I spent $128 for cover crop rows. The final stand
the
until
corn
much
eat
not
per95 per cen't of the total
planting
improved
records,
these 20 As the time has passed for treat- buying a sewing machine for
FARMERS Through
seed and fertilizer in the fall of one plant at a place,
manent pastures, planting winter weather gets cool, and for this THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
d in the county.
packet ing the plant bed for this disease them.
one
from
(obtained
plants
1949," Garland Hart of the Cobb
cover crops on cultivated fields, reason oats is popular in summer.
only is agriculture in community, told Roy Anderson, of seed) sufficing for an average there is no control treatment
LOAN ASSN.
The Monroe county homemak11 county in better condi- his agriculture instructor, and family, as this green continues to available. Plants set In the field ers have pledgea $500 to equip a and buying baby chickens from
NBC,
network,
radio
first
The
nearby, approved hatcheries. InLoans made on good farms
This is because from beds having this disease
me. "I believe the pasture the crop all summer.
room in the new War Memorial formation is also being obtained was opened in November, 1928, from 10 to 33 years at 4% intaken, are. very likely to be affected
are
Leader Classified Ad!
leaves
outer
the
only
cover crop furnished for ten head
Hospital.
on what variety of tobacco is be- followed in September the next terest on amortized payments
continually pro- with wildfire later in the season.
of cattle and 24 sheep with their the bud within
has be- ing grown, and how much and year by CBS.
work
county,
In
Pike
leaves.
more
CHEEKS WILL GLOw
Healthy plants m a y be set
lambs has paid for the cost, be- ducing more and
of planting what kinds of fertilizer are being
canned as a from beds having bluemold with gun toward the goal
NO DOUBT KNOW
sides benefits for saving the soil Chard may be
WALKER HAS IT
the fleshy no trouble experienced in the 100,000 seedling trees in 1951 on used on tobacco.
or
green,
"straight"
and a good green manure crop
J. D. ALEXANDER
eroded hillsides.
OU DRINK MILK
and field from this disease.
stripped
be
e Sun Glasses
may
stems
Willsonit
leaf
turned under this spring," Hart
Lewis
Gilbert
of
Secretary - Treasurer
farm
the
On
for11
national
Colorado has
• FROM
Lenses)
canned in the same manner as WHEAT VARIETIES
continued.
killed 16 ests and one state forest. Fees (Ground and Polished
Dial 3351 — Princeton. Ky.
seeded in Harlan county, dogs
Hayes
"Pedro"
asparagus.
James
INGTON (BRIBERY
sheep and lambs in a flock of 18. from grazing of cattle and sheep Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
The cover crop consisted of
New Zealand spinach is a green two varieties of wheat last fall,
DIAL 3211
Last year's tobacco crop on their ranges comprise the
barley and crimson clover. Barley
killed
Winter
and
Redheart.
reVigo,
nature, closely
brought more money to Lincoln largest item in national forest
was seeded in a field for a nurse of different
has
and
badly
pretty
the cool season sort. As the Redheart
county farmers than any precrop in which grass and clover sembling
two seeds are drop- a head measuring less than three vious one, although it was 700,000 receipts.
were seeded this past winter. In with chard,
ped at a place, but 30 inches inches long. The Vigo came pounds lighter than in 1948.
stone and lime.
apart. As the seed is large, it through the winter in good shape
Contracts for growing about 300
75 per cent of Wolfe
least
At
and has a head measuring from
acres of cucumbers were signed
treated
growers
togacco
county
was
clover
another field crimson
2 to 6 inches long.
/
41
their tobacco crops with blue. in Ohio county.
seeded to be pastured and turned
Vigo is a good yielding variety
under this spring in preparation that produces a good quality high
for a corn crop.
test wheat, though it is a week
250 FARM PLANS
to ten days later than the RedSoil conservation farm plans heart.
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
Joseph (2 farms) and L. H. Lowry, of the Creswell community; pays to soak it before planting.
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Garland Hart of the Cobb com- One plant at a place is left, which
munity; R. T. Thompson of the grows to the size of an early toand on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Some of Largest in
Farmersville community, a n d mato. Harvesting is done by
The Country
Ferd Wadlington of the Otter snapping off the end shoots, 5 or
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
6 leaves. New shoots constantly
Pond community.
Mr. Thompson's plan was the grow out, making New Zealand
250th one that has been made by a continuous cropper. Twenty
landowners of the county and plants should make worlds of
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
the SCS technician whose ser- greens for use all summer, and
re you insulate your
vices are furnished to the Cald- for canning.
We pay all phone charges.
Fortunately, few pests bother
well County Soil Conservation
Zear
or
New
chard
Swiss
either
DepartS.
U.
the
by
District
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
land spinach, except sometimes,
ment of Agriculture.
775-W
PHONE
P. 0. BOX 256
a soil conservation the fleabeetle at seedling stage.
What
But dusting once with DDT
farm plan?
It is simply a plan to protect solves that
the soil and increase its production.

I

THE GARDEN 1 Control Of Flea
Beetle Possible
After Plants Set

Ky. Farm News

Dead Stock
WANTED

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Princeton
4eameitit

TERMITE SPECIALISTS

Fredonia, .Ky

FREE

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

home REMEMBER THIS

WITTY AND CARL

Rintthe fife st 71;#60/
...INSULATE with

FIBERGLAS
Thinking of Insulating Your Home?

is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
spot, Kelvinator. Montgomery Ward, Serve! and Westingse and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.
re
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n bronchi:4k
, button frosi

3 Broadway

0. BERKLEY
Paducah

Phone 275
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CROP ROTATION

Ferd Wadlington of the Otter
Pond community rode his mule
as we went over the farm to make
his complete soil and water conservation farm plan this week.
"I have been studying for some
time how to manage the land to
save the soil and water," Mr.
Wadlington told me. "I like the
plan we have made this afternoon. It will be a good guide to
follow in protecting my soil and
in increasing the production," he
said.
Mr. Wadlington will use his
cropland in a three-year rotation. The land not suitable for
row crops will be used for im.
proved pasture and woods.
A pond for livestock water and
fish will he constructed to furnish water for the cow and calf
plan of beef production.
Mr.. Wadlington planted his
corn and tobacco on the contour
this spring.

autifui model of a great ideal

inside and out! Then look deeper ... beneath the surface!
Look, and you see beauty! New trend-making, pace-setting beauty
idea that means
—solid quality of construction. The great Chrysler
There's where you find an even greater difference! Great engineering
cart Look closer still!
a
of
convenience
and
safety
and
durability
the
in
new pleasure in the comfort of a car ... new satisfaction
That's
... at the value all the way through that only Chrysler offers.
At the workmanship ... at the quality of the materials
nothing like this Chrysler.
there's
...
drive
...
wheel
the
. .. take
what you pay for ... and that's what pays you backl Come look
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KUDZU PLANTED

CRECII YOUR AWE ROW
with
Your horns it what you make it ... Itimp yours in Tip•Tap shape
Pit';edir. chisck•up.
do
Dom if mood Ounido Paint, Inferior woll finishes or wallpaper
Painting fir
Nisi floors need refinishing? ... How's fits woodwork? Hood
shock bassnosnf seaport?
Sherwin.
Nee Of* many konr Einsr steads! All of low firkin ...Stop In at
WiIi.on Pant Service Center today ... Pont now I

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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PAINT
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own mod•... will emus forthor... fast
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hems
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your whoa*** weary Wow Stsipo
wort painting MOW o.1*EWE

$4 85
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Nine members of Dale Faughn's
Agriculture Class ordered and set
out 1000 kudzu plants this
spring. The young farmers of the
Fredonia and nearby communities are: Orlen Prowell, Edwin
Ray, Orbie Tosh, Eldred Boistore, Eugene Morris, Bill Allison, Virgil Booker and Charles
Harper.
Kudzu is a viney legume .pant
grown extensively in the south for
obiu,i control, soil building,
pasture and hay.
Plantings in Kentucky have
given good results.
were completed this month for
the farms of Aaron Dillingham,
of the Cross Roads community;
G. D. Rustin and Sons, Forest and

Most auto accidents
occur just before
dawn. U a e extreme
caution when driving at these hours —
AND Insure against
a II driving hazards
through this agency.

MARK CUNNINGHAM

See It—drive It
there's built-In value
all the way through!

Chrysler Driving Advantages:

Chrysler Comfort Advantages:

Chrysler Safety Advantages:

with exFluid Drive ... automatic goon shifting
clusive as, control! High Compression SpNfire
Sup*,
'prods.
all
of
Sergio, . .. car° pow.,
finiesi ports for longer life ExclosIvo Lubriteel
rylind•r wolls for for greater wear, Waterproof
ignition Sem.. . . prevents stalling in easel
or stores. Fell Flew Oil Filler keeps oil clean.

Chair Height Seats . . no crouching on Is.
floor ... Functional Dosign ... room for your
head, legs, shoulders. Easy to enter and loav•.
Center-arm Stsorieg ... minimises rood shock,
. .
wheel fight. Rubber Reek Mountings
Mating Power . . •Iiminato vibration', help
history.
in
tide
give softest, smoothest

Safety Rim Whoa?'... won't throw tiros after
blowouts at normal speeds. Coontastt Spool
°parched.
Wind•hiisld Wpm . . .
Soho Geord Hydrewlk &skim .. . balaneffd
presp•dal
broll• power, smooth., stops, less
sure Cycl•beridad linings for double Om MOesr.
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°age Six

Young - Trigg
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorroh and
son. Jimmie, attended graduation
exercises at the University of
`aretitefld 'Charles Allen Dorroh, older son
of the Dorrohs, was a member of
the graduating class.
Shower
Miscellaneous
I
Paducah Garden Club
The Soft Woods
William Clyde Martin, former
Mrs. John Washburn and Mrs.
The soft woods hold us.
Makes Visit Here
student at Butler High School,
with
a
entertained
Robert
Peters
flower,
Bole and leaf,
About 15 members of the Little
was a member of the graduating
miscellaneous shower Tuesday
The tender trees,
Garden Club, of Paducah, were
class at the University of Kenhome
of
the
night,
May
30,
at
The moaning branches,
here last Thursday to visit the
tucky last week. His parents, Mr.
Mrs. Washburn, E. Market street,
The gigantic limbs,
rose garden of Dr. C. F. Engeland Mrs Willie Martin. now
Charles
and
Mrs.
honor
of
Mr.
In
Song of bird in bough,
hardt and the flower gardens of
make their home in Central City.
Peters, recent bridal couple.
Crescendo in leaves,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Dalzell,
Mrs. John Dunlap and little
prizes
were
played
and
Games
Owl's far, eerie hoot,
Miss Katharine Garrett, Mrs. were w o n by Mesdames H. D.
son, Bobby Roe, Vicksburg, Miss.,
Rabbit scurry througk leaves
Robert Morse and Mrs. Shell
are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Knight, Minnie Bond, Nathan
The soft woods bind us,
Smith.
Charlton Gresham, on MadisonPeters.
Bates,
the
bride,
Mrs.
and
Bole and leaf, flower,
The gardens of Mrs. Shell
ville street. Mr. Dunlap will join
Refreshments of chicken salad,
Indian pipes, moss in summer, Smith, Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhis family for the weekend here.
drinks
food
cake
and
soft
angel
M.
spring.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
violets
in
Dew-wet
hardt and Mr. and Mrs. Robert were served. Assisting the hostMr. and Mrs. John Sims and
the
day
Fredonia
announce
one
Young
of
me
this
Walk with
Dalzell are listed in the bulletin esses were Miss Mary Ruth Pettwo daughters, Atlanta, Ga., are
daughter,
work
engagement
of
their
And call it the day's
visiting Mrs. Sims' parents, Mr.
of the Garden Clubs of Kentucky ers, Mesdames W. B. Majors, WilFrances, to Mr. Alvin Buckner and Mrs. Hyla Mohon, Dawson
To find a four-leaf clover,
and are open to visiting members liam Ladd, Eugene Oliver.
Trigg, Lexington, son of Mr. and road.
A Jack-in-the-Pulpit dream.
of the organization.
—Harold Vinal
Those attending were the hon- Mrs. R. H. Trigg, Ifopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Dori and FOUNDATION BATHING SUIT:
orees, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pet The wedding will be solemnized
son, George, Mrs Dorr's mother, Actress Marie Wilson models a
Wedding
Attend
era;
Mesdames
Eugene
Barrett,
Thursday,
June
8,
at
the
home
of
Mills - Marietta
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Alexander, Herbert Littlefield, W. B. Majors, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young, Mrs. Elizabeth Depner, and Miss new foundation bathing suit
In a beautiful and impressive Jane and David Alexander and
LouisMarvin Cummins, George Mark- Princeton, uncle of the bride. Julia Mae Kreiger, all of
made of nylon net in Hollywood.
double ring ceremony, Miss Mary
ville, spent the weekend with Mrs, The suit achieves,figure control
Lois Jacob attended off, Thomas Bond and Jemmie,
Miss
Dixie
Elizabeth Mills, only daughter of
Nickell
H.
J.
Mae Dorr and Mrs.
the wedding of Miss Mary Beth James Hutchinson, Lee Peters, W. Leader Congratulates
hrough fabric construction. It is
Mr. and Mrs. Russell D. Mills, of Mills and Mr. Don Marietta at
and Mr. Nickell.
C. Fike, Enoch Kern, Minnie Bond,
intended to be worn beneath
150 Lovelaceville road, and
Mrs.
Ewell
Christine
Mr.
and
the Fountain Avenue Methodist Robert Gray, Edit Harris and
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
teacher at Butler High School
Latham, Route 3, Dawson Springs, of Los Angeles, Calif., visited conventional bathing suits. (AP
Church in Paducah Friday after- Dougie.
Wirephoto)
this last school year, became the
on the birth of a daughter at
noon. Davis Alexander served as
Clarence Driskill, Tula Good- Princeton Hospital_ Friday, June Mrs. Randolph's sister, Mrs. Cook
bride of Mr. Don E. Marietta,
Florida,
is visiting relatives and
usher.
week.
Oliver
last
Mr.
an
win, Lonnie Croft, Herman Dar- 2. The baby, who weighed 5 Oliver and
Jr., son of the Rev. and Mrs. Don
families went to Chica- friends in Princeton.
two
The
nell,
Nathan
Bates,
VelvoMiss
Eufaula,
Ala.,
of
E. Marietta, Sr.,
was edged.in rose point lace and
pounds, 8 ounces, has been namMr. and Mrs. Gordon Bright,
go for the weekend to visit Mr.
on Friday afternoon, June 2.
held in place by a coronet trim- line Driskill, Miss Virginia Nell ed Mildred Sue Latham.
family Mr. and Mrs. Freddy McConnell
and
Dunn
Mrs.
Otis
and
and
Betty
Lewis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The wedding was solemnized in med in seed pearls.
Mr. and Mrs. Esmond William Mr. Dunn is a brother of Mrs: and son, Freddy, Jr., spent last
the Fountain Ave-nue Methodist
S h e carried a white prayer Shellie Lewis, Rev. and Mrs. H. Wright, Dawson road, Princeton,
Thursday in Paducah. Mr. Bright
church at four-thirty o'clock with'book adorned with a white or- D. Knight and children, Cecil, on the birth of a son, Larry Alan Randolph and Mrs. Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Christiansen is operating a skating rink in
the Rev. Mr. Marietta, Sr., offi- chid, showered with white satin Dan, Van and Denny, Mr. end Wright, Saturday, June 3. Larry
and two children of St. Louis Benton.
ciating. He was assisted by the streamers, rosebuds, lilies-of-the- Mrs. Orville Bates, Mr. and Mrs. weighed seven
pounds.
Eli Peters, Mary Ruth and Joe,
spent the weekend with Rev.
Bob McConnell, son of Mr. and
Rev. Mr. William B. Potts, pastor— valley and ivy.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bailey Floyd A. Loperfido, Mrs. Loper- Mrs. .Howard McConnell and a
4
of the church.
The maid of honor, Miss Julia Mr. and Mrs. Johnny B. Martin,
In a setting of ferns, palms and Ann Heflin, wore a blue nylon Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peters and Teek, Route 1, Dycusburg, on the fido and family, on South Jeffer- member of this year's graduating
birth of a son at Princeton Hos- son street.
ivy, long white tapers burned in marquisette dress fashioned with Jackie.
class at Butler, left Monday for
Wrought iron candelabra. Tall a V-neckline, cap sleeves and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Capps pital, Saturday, June 3. The baby
Glenn J. Spahn and two Bowling Green where he entered
Mrs.
/
2
vases filled with white gladioli, wide cummerbund of embroid- Junior, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hen- who weighed 10 pounds, 91
children, Shellie Burke and Western State College for the
carnations, roses and maiden hair ered velveray flowers. The full and two children, Mildred and ounces, has been named Randy Peter, Ottawa, Canada, are visit- summer term,
Kent
Teek,
fern completed the decorations. skirt was worn over hoops. Her sson, Mr. and Mrs. I. Z. Lewis,
Mrs. Spahn's mother, Mrs.
Miss Julia Grace McCarty and
Mr. and Mrs. James Luther ing
Mrs. Lloyd C. Emery, organist, headdress was a halo of daisies Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peters and
Shell R Smith, Eddyville road. Mr. George Mueler, Evansville,
Hayes,
Route
1,
Cobb,
on
the
and Miss Nora Overstreet, so- trimmed with yellow ribbons.
Kaye, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shore and and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jolly and
prano, presented a program of
The bridesmaids, Miss Jane Mrs. Tom Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. birth of a daughter, Rebecca Ann, children,, accompanied by Mr. daughters, Judy Carol and
Dwan
Saturday,
June
3. Rebecca Ann
nuptial music before the cere- Darden, of Paducah, and Miss John Washburn and sson, GlenShore's mother, Mrs. M. H. Rose, were dinner guests of Mr.
mony. Mrs. Emery, played "Ari- Polli Duff, of Hamilton, Ontario, dell, Mrs. William Ladd, Mrs. Eu- weighed 6 pounds, ,tirra ounces.
Blythe, are visiting relatives and and Mrs. N. C. McCarty Sunday.
oso" (Bach), "Cantilina" (Goiter- wore yellow dresses fashioned gene Oliver, Patricia and Gene,
friends in North Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Harmann),"Du Hist Die Rut" (Schu- identically with the maid of hon- Jr., Mrs. Tom Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell, per, Lincoln Park, Mich., were
bert) and "Nocturne" (Grieg). or's. Their headdresses were daisThose sending gifts were MesMrs. hey McGough and Mrs. called here by the serious illness
Miss Overstreet sang ''At Dawn- ies trimmed with rainbow ribb- dames Charles Curry, Bently
Hopkinsville, left and death of Mrs. Mack SpickRev. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz en- Yola Carloss, of
ing" (Cadman) and -0 Promise ons. Each carried a colonial bou- Gray and Betty, Mrs. Aaron CumTuesday morning for Annandale, ard.
tertained
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
M.
Me" (DeKoven).
quet of daisies, roses and lark- mins, Denny McConnell, Clara
Minn., on vacation.
During the pledging of the vows spur.
Mrs. Lawrence Harper, Mrs.
Hollowell and Helen, Ira Lax, Masters and daughter, Mrs. RosMr. and Mrs J. D. Lester, Jr.,
ser,
dinner
with
a
Tuesday night.
"Meditation" from Thais (MasWilliam Marietta served as Barney Pool, W. B. Rogers, W. H.
were vis- Hugh Hunsaker and children,
'Illinois,
Troy,
and
son,
Larry
Pedley,
son of Mr. and
senet) was played. Wedding best Man for his brother. Ray- Pool, Owen Tosh, Thomas Cayce,
itors in the home of his parents, Jackie, Joe, Molly and Paul,
chimes were played just before mond Patton,. of Birmingham, John Loftus, Jr., Frank Lewis, Mrs. G. M. Pedley, Locust street,
and Mrs. J. D. Lester, Sr., spent Tuesday with Mrs. Florence
the processional. "The Bridal Ala., and Allan McMillan, of Otho Towery, J. B. Lewis, Sid who retently graduated from Mr.
Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr, Fred
Market street, last week.
East
Chorus" from Lohengrin (Wag- Nashville, Tenn., were ushers. Martin, James Tandy, Ophia KM.!., has gone to North Eastdonia.
Mrs.
Masters
and
M.
Dr.
F.
ham, Cape Cod, Mass., where he
ner) was used for the procession- David Alexander of Princeton, Thomas and Nona Stevens.
Mrs. Mary Williams, St. Louis,
move
to
planning
to
Masters
are
will spend the summer in camp
al and Mendelssohn's Wedding and Charles Manchester, of Patheir home in Clinton today and Mrs. Guy Stevens, Blackfoot,
melit.
Mimosa
fern,
carnaticms
and
work
on
a
farm.
March for the recessional.
ducah, served as acolytes.
Fred Taylor left this week for where Dr. Masters will teach a Idaho, were called home by the
The bride, who w a s given in
The bride's mother wore a a n d crystal candelabra holding
illness and death of their sister
long
white
tapers
completed
the
Gainesville,
Georgia, where he school for Baptist ministers.
marriage by her father, wore a street length navy sheer dress
Mrs. Arthur Dearing, and mother, Mrs. Sallie Powell
Mr.
and
decorations.
will
a
house
attend
party.
He
will
gown of white nylon marquisette with white gloves, navy shoes
Miss Rose Cain, aunt of the go from there to Camp Monda- Chicago, were visitors in the Catlett. Mrs. Williams arrived
fashioned with a bertha of rose and hat. Mrs. Maretta wore a gray
E. Ak- Friday and Mrs. Stevens reached
point lace, trimmed with a lace and white printed silk dress with bride, kept the register. Miss mM, North Carolina, where he home of his sister, Mrs. J
Princeton, here Saturday to be at the bedpanel extending from the yoke white aceessories. Both wore Anne Cain and Mrs. Eugene will be a counselor during the ers and Mr. Akers, in
and Mrs. Dearing's mother in side of Mrs. Catlett until her
to the waistline. The long sleeves shoulder corsages of pink rose- Blake presided at the punch summer months.
bowls assisted by Mrs. Jack Aldeath Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunning- Eddyville last week.
terminated in points extending buds.
Bobby Barnes, Chicago, visited
Mrs. McKee Thomson, Washwell over the hands. The full
A reception was held after the exander, Mrs. Alvan Woolsey, ham, South Jefferson, attended
skirt worn over hoops was trim- ceremony in the little chapel of Miss Nora Overstreet and Miss commencement exercises at the his grandmother, Mrs. Pearl Veal ington street, spent several days
University of Kentucky last week- of the Lewistown section 1 sat last week with Mrs. Myrtle Todd
med in wide lace insertions and the church. The bride's table held Jane Alexander.
Following the reception the end where their son, Paul, Jr., week.
caught up by rosebuds made of the wedding cake, on which was
Towery, Bowling Green. Mrs.
Among those attending last rites Thomson and Mrs. Towery
the marquisette. placed a tiny bride and groom couple left on a wedding trip was a member of the graduating
attendHer fingertip veil of illusion statuette, as a central appoint- with the bride wearing a navy class. They returned home Sat- for Mrs. Mack Spickard Monday ed the alumni banquet and class
faille two piece suit, matching urday, accompanied by their were Mrs. Homk W. Nichols and
reunion at Western State College
bag and shoes. She wore a white daughter, Miss Cynthia Cunning- Mrs. Ivan Clayton, Frankfort:
on June 1. Mrs. Thomson returnpicture hat and carried white ham, who was a sophomore at Mrs. Herman Kunnecke and Sue,
ed home Saturday.
gloves. A white orchid was pin- the university last term.
Calvert City; Mrs. Robert Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Ova Shelton and
ned at her shoulder.
Jack
Spickard,
a
n
d
Louisville;
Miss Betty Jo Linton arrived
children, accompanied by M r s.
After June 10, they will be at Sunday for a few days with her Mr. and Mrs. P. B McChesney
Emma Boaz, mother of Mrs. Shelhome in Unionville, Tenn., where parents, Dr. F. T. Linton and and Miss Margaret' McChesney,
ton, have returned from a visit
the groom is pastor of the Metho- Mrs. Linton, Locust street. Miss Bowling Green.
In Detroit and Pontiac, Michigan.
dist Church.
Tommy Dorroh, 13-month old
Linton attended the annual June
Jackie Pedley, who was a stuWeek activities at Annapolis son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Al- dent at K.M.I. this year, is spendMiss Jo Ann Pickering arriv- Naval Academy as the guest of len Dorroh, Lexington, is spending the summer vacation with his
ed here last Thursday from Van- Ensign James Lisanby and Mr. ing the week with his grandparparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pedderbilt University for a visit and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby. She ents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorroh.
ley.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. will leave for Berea College to- -.Mrs. Lucille Smith and son, AnWilliam L. Pickering. She will day and go from there to Camp Ile, of Gary, Ind., visited her sisleave tomorrow for Yellowstone Montreat, North Carolina, where ter, Mrs. Melvin Fralick and famNational Park where she will be she will act as counselor during ily of Dawson road last week.
employed this summer.
W. W. Moore, Auburndale, I
the summer months.

in sheer fabrics
and subtle shades

The leaders of the Homemakers Clubs of. the county met for
training school at the Otter Pond
community house. The lesson was
"liven' on fEe making of aluitlinum trays.
Miss Jacqueline Shoulders and
Miss Ann Neal left Tuesday
morning for Lexington where
they will attend Junior 4-H Club
week which will be held on the
campus of the University of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude McConnell
attended the graduation exercises
es of their granddaughter, Miss
Martha Anne Mitchell, Harrodsburg, last weekend.
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Masters and
daughter, Mrs. Roy Rosser of
Princeton. attended services at
the Midway Baptist Church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Shoulders attended graduation exercises at
Bethel Woman's College in Hopkinsville Saturday night. Their
daughter, Jacqueline, was a junior in the college last term.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bell were
in Lexington this weekend where
they attended a wedding and reception of a former classmate.

Mr. and Mrs. Corbett
'turned last Tuesday than
al days' vacation
in
Tennessee and Georgia
Ti.
interesting points they
v
were Rock City,gal/kJ:44e.
POini Park and the old
war
seum of Lookout
old Chickamauga Mounthir.,
hattlef,e.
Georgia and Missionary
While ther,. they
visited
Ladd's 'aunt, Mrs. W. tt,
of East Ridge, Tenn.,
and
J. T. Davis, of
Chattart000.
Davis returned with
thee
visit with her sister, ?dry
Ashby, of Hawth orne
and Mrs. J. E. Teear, of
road.
Parathion and tetraethyl 0
phosphate sprays hay,
found effective against .
I
bug, a pest damaging whey
and barley.
Sweet goldenrod, growing
in most states east of the
sippi, has been found
colorless oil with a licoric-,
-William Joe Gresham wi
attending the eight werie
mer session at St. Helenay;
mercial College at Louisvii:e,
a visitor over the weekend
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"Your Laundry and brycleaning Service"
Phone 2055
Princeton, K .
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FASHI

Crosl
A Fashion Are
Sh el vador
so bonored, it
Is a letter to
Avco
of the F
I was presen

Smartly modern in its design, yet equally at home with yaw
lovely traditional tables, lamps and other chairs. The fabrics
are worthy of much higher priced groups, and the colors in
exquisite. The sofa is a "conversation piece" with
its two huge cushions that make it twice as COM fortable. Just one of many styles, all very re , 119N
onably priced at

5 Pc. DINNETTE
Dream homes of today pay a great
deal of attention to their kitchens.
They literally "shine" with
gleaming plastic . . . with vast,
smooth surfaces that are easy to
clean and do not stain. Specially
priced.

Mr. Hartman
footion.a1 req
imparted o i
at both interi
haw."
It brining
ted
the
wino home
as art of

B.

From $49.95
IF IT'S

SMITH'S

FURNITURE
PHONE 2442

We're"

Fathe
Show
aye
Hats,
Shi
Handk
Suspe

NOTHING like spotlessly clean clothes,
neatly pressed to start a vacation.
Our prompt,reliable and efficient cleaning service will get your family's vacation clothes in order—in a jiffy.

Warm weather is here - Now's the time to get those
cool, comfortable clothes in use. Bring them to us for
cleaning and pressing!

or

,.,on idies9rbin

Mac needs of
same, said D
differ only in pr
rsonality needs
involved, as in
's behavior.

combed
gingham
2 pocket
shirt

Modern mosaic pattern of
cool rayon chiffon in soft pastels. Simple linos brightened
with button-tabs and corded
loops. Regular and half-sixes,.

fectk;Thn
al To
.,,,,,,i.0i.
; „,..„,,,

havior that is

Fun in the Sun
Nete

cool as a sea breeze
under summer's sun

,June 8,

Summer-time
and the thing is easy and breety.
'Especially in this smartly tailored shirt of multi-co*
Don Rivet gingham. Big double
Peckish, free
!action-back, collar that buttons high or opens low:
Colorfast, Sanforized. unconditionally
washable.
Sires 30 to 40.
Famous SHIP 'n SHORE quatity as advertised
is :eliding fashion 'magazines mod UM.

N°thing's t
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all through
On Father's
when you s
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• • and
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Shoo at Goi
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GRAN DAD HAD A BETTER
VOTING RECORD

Early recognition and analysis
• Marke
child may become OT- personality needs are therephySically, fore important, Dr. Waring told
es mentally or
emotional the conference, "so that the child
disturbing
sop a
denied affection, can become increasingly self-diif he is
e
a bilities,. however rective and responsibl for his ret for his supplement his actions and their consequences."
, to help
The ways of recognizing in infor his
fforts, and approval
fancy indications that a child may
achievements."
and
Ethel B. Waring, be mentally retarded, were dissaid Dr.
cussed by Dr. Randolph K. Byers,
professor of Child DevelRelationships, chief of the Children's Medical
Family
and
t
College of Home Service of Children's Hospital,
ork State
University, at Boston.
Cornell
ics.
Re"The early recognition of sosloe of the Child
the Woods called 'exceptional' children —
of
Clinic
,
children who are born mentally
langkorne, Pa.
what- and physically retarded or are
ection for the child,
Contributes to suffering f rom developmental
his behavior,
4vhich is handicaps — depends mainly on
security,
of
ling
someone observation of their physical
to
belonging
on
characteristics at birth, and on obe group.
servation of their functional decapeabilities.
pert for his
in chronologically procontributes velopment
and limitations
per sequence during the early
feeling of adequacY and self years," he said.
she said. "Help, which
"It is often not possible to be
connerds his own efforts,
certain of any diagnosis at bisth,"
abilities
his
increasing
to
he added.
h karning,
"Since motor behavior is easily
efforts and
for
approval
d
noted, most observers," he said,
silents," she declared, "con"tend to lean heavily on it in
to his. sense of values,
,
is
conducive to his repeat- making their judgments which
somewhat analagous to over-deacsocially
is
that
savior
pendence on I.Q. ratings in later
years.
asic needs of all children
"It is important to recognize,"
Waring.
Dr.
said
he pointed out, "that just as there
ne same,
differ only in proportion to is a wide range of normal height
rsonality needs most criti- for a given age, so single developinvolved, as indicated by mental functions may vary widely in relation to age."
behavior.
y nOrmal

FASHION AWARD FOR

Crosley Refrigerator
A Fashion Academy Award for 1950 has Leen given the
en Shelvador refrigerator, the first major appliance to
so honored, it was announced yesterday.
In a letter to W. A. Blees, general sales manager, Crosley
inision.Avco Alanufacturing Corp., Emil A. Hartmen, ditor of the Fashion Academy, New York, said the gold
Ail was presented for "beauty and smartness" of product.
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
the No. 10 hole in his final match RUMMER CONFERMICE
Vacation Bible school is now
Local representatives of Butler
with Johnny Palmer. A photoan
attend
and
to
him
Club
en
in
between
session at the Central Presbygot
Y-Te
grapher
Hi
the line of his shot so he stopped erght-day Summer Conference at terian Church with 35 enrolled.
and had the fellow removed. "If Camp Hy-Lake, Quebeck, Tenn., The hours are from 8:30 to 11:30
he'd missed the shot ther* are Martha Sue Gresham, Patsy
a. m., and all children from four
wouldn't have been any need for Quisenberry and Barbara Bishop.
lsgsyeasuof ale are most welaspictusasbaaause he wauldJuure The group will leave Sluardav
and return Monday, June 12. The come, the Rev.lirloid—A: Loperlost," says Schneiter.
pastor of the church said.
Cary Middlecoff got even with Conference la sponsored by the tido,
Tenn.
Nashville,
Or
Y.W.C.A.
City
Motor
the
in
L
her
VOTERS
OF
POTENTIA
'PERCENT
a photograp
VOTIN6
color
Natural honey ranges
Open in Detroit. He just held
IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
dark to almost watervery
from
as
cut
can
mower
tractor
ran
A
fellow
the
his swing until
white.
out of film. "I had wanted to do much hay in 10 minutes as 10 men
Buckwheat honey is the darkthat all my life," grins Middle- can in a day.
est commonly found.
coff.
A fine light honey has been
you will find most
Middlecoff tells of the time at says. "I think
relations' produced from Lima bean blos'public
excellent
golfers
Hamilton
Bob
when
Long Beach
under any strain. soms in California and Maryland.
asked a photographer not to take men when not
Honey sold in stores is usually
journalists ask
many
course
Of
shooting.
was
pictures while he
mixture of light and dark hona
value'
'news
has
which
questions
as
The fellow snapped one just
eys brought to a uniform color.
golfer.
the
to
illogical
seem
but
Bob began to putt. "Tl1
hole the photographer shed 'to
do the same thing and Hamilton
walked over and said: 'If you
shoot this picture it will be your
last; I'll wrap this club around
your head,'" Middlecoff relates.
"The next day he was written.
upin the papers."
Middlecoff also tells of the
time in the 1939 National Open at
2 mile from Hopkinsville on Dawson Road
1
/
Spring Mill, Philadelphia, when
Snead took that famous eight on
the last hole and lote the title by
two strokes. "A ,golf writer who
had watched Snead make every
stroke came into the club house
and asked him what happened,
Middlecoff says. "Sam ran him
1932 .36 '40 '44 48
1920.
1904 -...., 1912
18%
out of the locker room."
illmr,..
Lawson Little says Snead was
—*Alloy/id seesss 2/ ass' over - now CW76,7 reCanes%
unjustly criticized for "blowing
cold, rainy day, when the roads
In 1896 when history relates that the election was held on athe
up" on that round. "The true
potential voters of the Nation
were bad and methods of transportation primitive, 85 percent of shows
what has happened since.
story," says Little, 'is that Denwent to the Polls. The issues were domestic. The graph above
Presilate
the
and
radio
of
ny Shute was playing five matchWith the exception of the period 1920 to 1940 when the twin influences This graph shows the desdent Franklin R. Roosevelt were active the trend has been downward.
es in back of Snead and needed
a partisan
on
not
...
freedom
of
birthright
our
protect
to
citizens
all
by
perate need for action
only to shoot par to win unless
political basis but for the good of our democracy.
Sam did something sensational.
So Snead gambled. He drove into
Good psychological appraisal.
also
a sand trap and tried to spoon
special medical or laboratory
a
hit
he
out and failed. Then
procedures and test, neurologic
shot just too thin and finally got
examination, in addition to exon in five. He took three putts
amination for obvious physical
to get down,
were,
stics,
characteri
and
signs
athletes all follow this line, there
"Snead was just doing what he
By Harold V. Ratliff
he said, the usual steps in makare quite a few exceptions among could to try to win."
ing diagnosis.
Harlingen, Tex. — Of all the
the golfers. There are some
Golfers, says Schneiter, concenHe said there had been some athletes, the ones criticized mOst who'll give you a short answer
trate deeply on their game. There
kIAN
photodiagnoand
ROSAUND
by sports writers
instances in which early
hisS4444
or duct for the club house even are times when they don't know
gU5SELLAHERNE
law
sis had turned out to be inac- graphers are golfers. From the when out in front.
their best friends are on the
...is'
Ylk'ArnA MOE
It seems a golfer strives more course. "I remember in the Allcurate, but that "numerically beginning of the links big-time
wog* .
they have been raked over the for perfection than any other American Open at Tam 0' Shanthere have not been many.
athlete. A missed putt or a hook ter in Chicago when on the seccoals for a snobbish attitude.
"I have seen a few infants and
has sel- into the creek weighs on his mind ond hole Hogan hit one over the
however,
situation,
The
to
young children who appeared
been analyzed and the golf- although he may have won the green onto a roadway," he debe mentally defective, who have dom
clares. "My wife stood by the ball
given. He has one.
tournament anyway.
side
er's
succeeded in college, but in each
has
writer
this
to protect it from the crowd.
decade
greata
the
For
currently
Snead,
Sam
instance of which I am aware,
Joati CARIZOI L
been observing the golfer under est man in golf, is a study in Whne Hogan came up he looked
the individual had been subjected
all conditions. In most cases he consistency. He talks little, win at her but gave no hint of recoghad
which
influence
noxious
to
is just like any other athlete— or lose. Snead is looked upon nition. On the eighteenth he saw
produced an apparently reversihe's a splendid fellow to do busi- with general affection by the Mrs. Schneiter again and this
lesion."
ble brain
with if he's winning; he's press in the other areas, but in time he asked: "When did you get
ness
Continuing the discussion of considerably less amiable when Texas he's as popular with sports to town?'"
the "exceptional child," Dr. Mar- he's losing But whereas other writers as a cut in salary.
Jimmie Demaret, who always
garet S. Mahler, child consultant
greets the press with a smile and
tourPGA
Schneiter,
George
of the New York Psychiatric In- demonstrate a "playful" attitude
a quip and is available for a story
stitute, told the conference, "It is by "sharing the child's world of nament manager, isn't sure but any time, says golf is the only
•
,tbvue
the strain of frustration that play with him, and by openly ex- that the press is more to blame sport in which writers catch a
makes the slow child stand out pressing their pleasure at doing for its troubles with golfers than man just as he finishes his comand seem stolid and clumsy at so. This will convey a liking, a the golfers. He cited instances.
petition. "Maybe he doesn't feel
sympathetic understanding, and a
play.
good over something that has
..
making
Hogan
Ben
was
There
DARK
the
will
deepen
happened," Demaret explaines.
"When the normal stages of tenderness Which
IN PIE
near
KISS
after
comeback
great
his
so
and
security
the child's learning through play child's sense of
at Ri- "He thinks, or perhaps he says,
Yew Mow VlowWorns
n. This is especi- death in an auto accident,
something that will cause him
become frustrated, he loses con- banish frustratio
Hogan's
On
Los
Angeles.
in
viera
child is timto be termed a snob or ill-temfindence, stops experimenting, ally true when the
and excitable. first shot, a camera snapped and pered fellow. But he really doesand becomes retarded, often con- id, anxious, tense
who
battler
game
the
annoyed
"A I s o, sharing, the child's
spicuously so. What is needed to
On n't mean it."
said Dr. Mahler, was under terrific tension.
Horton Smith says the only
restore his confidence and over- world of play,"
hers
photograp
shot
third
the
satisfaction he
thing that bothers him in golf is
come his frustration is a more "strengthens the
Hogan
and
ed"
"interferr
again
promote his
"invade" his ter'playful' attitude by adults to- will derive, and will
proclaimed "no pictures." 'The for someone to
normal inclination to explore all
walking on the
as
such
ritory,
ward his play," she declared.
awas,
photothe
out
through play." gallery bawled
to drive. "In
ready
gets
he
as
tee
Adults, said Dr. Mahler, can stages of learning
V,
pretty
graphers and they were
%W
this possible,"
ell disgusted." Schneiter relates. no other sport is
crowd isn't at
"But I got the cameramen and he points out. "The
in other sports."
Hogan together and they worked your shoulders
;e
To el3alst1;
"I do not feel that 'many' golfout an agreement for pictures unpress
the
to
ic
antagonist
are
ers
der certain conditions."
of or durIn the PGA at Richmond last even under the 'spell'
tension," Smith
May, Snead hit into a gulch at ing tournament

Mr. Hartman said that "because Crosley has gone beyond
.e functional requirements of the modern refrigerator and
imparted to its Shelvator exceptional features in the dela of both interior and exterior . . . we feel that it merits
honor."
"In bringing the new Shelvador refrigerator into the
ell-coordinated kitchen of the modern home, Crosley has
.mplimented the good taste and style awareness of our
isluon-wise home-makers and has contributed another mileone to the art of better and more gracious living."

B. N LUSBY CO.
r•
Princeton, Ky.

IF IT'S FOR DAD ...

HOPKINSVILLE
DRIVE-IN

THURS.- FRI., JUNE 8-9

New Adventure of Don Juan with
Errol Flynn, Viveca Flindfors

SAT., JUNE 10
Double Feature

William Boyd In "Sinister Journey"

Scribe Presents Case
For Nervous Golfers

"Who Killed 'Doc' Robbin"

SUN.- MON.,JUNE 11-12

.
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TUES.- WED., JUNE 13-14

oN'

THUR. - FRI., JUNE 15-16
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IT'S GOT TO BE GOOD
We're "POPPIN' the Question —
"What to Buy for DAD?"

Father's Day is June 18th

An
Open
Letter
to
DAD

Show Him Your Appreciation for
a Year Full of Thoughtfulness!
Hats — Suits — Slacks — Sweaters
Shirts — Belts — Ties — Socks
Handkerchiefs — Pajamas — Robes
Suspenders — Shoes — Swim Suits
Sportswear by
Arrow

We know how hard you work all day
and we often forget why you are
sometimes tired and need rest.
So we want you to relax and be cool
and comfortable on this chaisette.
If you want to sleep on the porch it
makes a wonderful bed too!

All Our Love,
Your Family
P. S.
We think it's wonderful
for the family too—when you
are at work.

he's
Nothing's too good for Dad... especially when
ways
your Dad! He does his best for you in so many
all through the year ... that doing your best for him
on Father's Day is very important! You can be sure
brands are
When you shop at Goldnamer's . . . Our
country
nationally advertised ... famous all over the
that the
• • • and like as not the very same brands
.
father in your life would buy if he had his choice . .
Shop at Goldnorner's first!

Full Inner-Spring Cushions,
Weather Resistant.

BROWN'S
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
PHONES Day 3515—Night 332•
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Representative Noble J. Gregrenominory, Mayfield, filed for
last week.
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SAVE MONEY

Hurry! Join the Crowds!
TONIGHT & FRIDAY
1:311 — 3:30 — 5:30 — 7:25 — 5:25

FEATURES at

The world's best-loved story _ spun
of dreams and laughter and love„,
4 woven into the wondrous picture orgy
,Walt Disney could create!
'
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Norris H. Norman
In Naval Training

Noble Gregory Files
For Renomination
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2-cent discount on each gallon of
gasoline every Saturday and Sunday!
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CORNICK SERVICE STATION
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Make Sewing Easier
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Be!Air

It's

e1e,n4e.

the only car of its kind in the entire low-price field!

Here is the most beautiful Chevrolet ever built—
here is the magnificent new Chevrolet Be! Air!
Here, for the first time in the low-price field,
is a car that combines all the dash and jauntiness of a convertible with the comfort and
safety of an all-steel body by Fisher. The new
Chevrolet Bel Air combines fresh breath-taking
beauty of design with all the traditional Chevrolet
advantages . . . makes it possible for you to

own the liveliest-looking, loveliest-looking car
on the road!
But come in and find out all about the Bel Air
for yourself ... its low-lined, youthful silhouette
. . . its wide side windows unobstructed'by any
post ... the exceptionally generous vision from
its sweeping rear window ... its sparkling color
harmonies ... the rich blendings of its luxuriously appointed interior.

Combination of Powerglide Automatic Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine optional at extra eon.

Q;7•4e...a/iti6i7teut.

.6teede ade

That sewing is fun when one
knows short cuts and the tricks
that make for smart-looking,
well-made costumes was indicated in four counties at "cotton
teas" given in May by homemakers club members. In Lyon county, 71 homemakers modeled their
new cotton dresses; Hancock
county, 54; Letcher county, 40,
and Bell county, 40. About 400
women were in attendance.
Every dress exhibited bore evidence' of the suggestions made at
training schools by Miss Dorothy
Threlkeld, specialist in clothing
at the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. There were careful
matching of stripes and plaids,
use of washable trimming and
buttons on pre-shrunk fabrics,
designs that were suitable to the
wearer, well-made belts held in
place with fabric slides and pieces carefully cut on the grain of
the material.
Many of the homemakers said
they found these sewing suggestions valuable as they sewed
for their children.
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister

Washington — (AP) — Fruit
Fifty-two a t t ended Sunday
on ornamental plants can be a
School Sunday.
Prayer meeting will begin at nuisance. Among these are the
8:00 p. m. Wednesday night. Ev- horse chestnut, catalpa, European
ash, honey locust a n d eastern
eryone is invited to attend.
poplar. Now the U. S. Bureau of
and
Toth
Johnsn
XrAingL.Mrs.
Industry-van it-trarroprays—
Plant
dinner
were
son, Marion Wayne,
can prevent these plants
Orhteh
guests of his parents, -Mr. art
from fruiting.
'Mrs. Lexie Tosli 'Sahday; The
The bureau hopes also that.
family attended Sunday School.
such sprays may be used to limit
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boone and
the output on fruit producing
daughter, Ida Bell, were guests
plants to avoid the expense of
Mrs.
mother,
Boone's
Mrs.
of
thinning. In some crops, better
David Key, Sunday.
fruit is produced if less is allowMr. and Ma.. Victor Tosh and ed to mature on one plant.
daughter, Oma, were guests pf
The fruit-retarding sprays are
her sister, Mrs. Bob Rowland, Mr.
being developed by L. P. Batjer,
Rowland and sons Sunday.
who did much of the work on
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Tosh and the sprays which now help preguests
sons were Sunday dinner
vent losses of fruit which might
of Mr. and Mrs. Lexie 'posh.
otherwise fall off the plants.
Several children from this
In the early days of wireless—
community are attending the vacation.Bible school at the Crider now radio—the short waves, were
regarded as almost useless. Now
Baptist Church.
Mr. Sam Tosh visited his sis- they carry numerous services, inter, Mrs. Dick Dalton, who is ill. cluding television.
We are sorry to report that
One of the first stations to
Aunt Nannie Dalton is still con- broadcast a crude form of telefined to her bed, but hope she has vision programs regularly was
WGY, Schenectady, in 1928.
a speedy recovery.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
COW SURVIVES ACCIDENT: This cow walked unconcernedly
out of an upside down truck after the vehicle upset on U. S. Highway 20, near Elkhart, Ind., when the driver, Fred Brock, Millersburg, Ind., missed a curve. Forty calves and two hogs were killed
in the accident. Brock escaped with minor bruises.(AP Wirephoto)
the debt difficult to pay. Such
owners will be the first to feel
the squeeze between high fixed
costs and declining net income.
• Arkansas land values are about
150 per cent above the 1935-39 average. The purchaser of a $5,000
farm in the pre-war period would
pay about $142,500 for the same
farm now in a cash transaction.

automatic"

DUO-WIND
MAZING WATCH THAT WINDS ITSELF

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
This does not mean that no one
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
should invest in farm land at
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
present prices. It does mean that 7:30 p. m.
few people should assume heavy
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
debts in purchasing land.
Current net rent on farm land PRINCETON
is relatively high in relation to CHURCH Or THE IMMACUreturns on other investments, but LATE CONCEPTION, EARLthese returns are largely lost to INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
those buying land on a long-time
credit basis. For example, a $5,000 Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
farm financed .with a 100 per
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
cent loan amortized at 5 per cent
interest over a 20-year period Mass at 10 o'clock.
would cost about $3,000 interest,
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSor a total of $8,000 in buying the
PITAL CHAPEL
farm in the pre-war period.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
A 100 per cent loan on the presMass at 10:30 o'clock.
ent value of $12,500, amortized at
Second and fourth Sundays,
5 per cent over 20 years, would
at 8 o'clock.
Mass
inin
$7,500
cost the purchaser
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
terest, or a total Of $20,000 in
Rev. William Borntraeger is
buying the farm.
Rev. Richard
Land transactions involiiing pastor and the
is assistant pastor.
substantial down payments of 50 Clements
per cent or more are much saf- FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
er. Large down payments not
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
only reduce the overall interest
Sunday School every Sunday
cost in buying a farm, but in- afternoon at 2:30.
crease the chance of reducing the
Preaching every second and
debt to a safe size before farm fourth Sunday afternoons at
to
enprices drop sufficiently
2:30.
danger the owner's equity.
Prayer meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p. m.

Motorists Alerted
On New Turn Signals

Y LIN •11511%

11001111.
&awn*

DUO-WIND 'IV'
Awneenellt
17 Jewels
Sweep ucend head
549.50

17 bomb
Espartos haul
$71.50

There's no greater value in
...
any self-winding watch
no greater accuracy ... no
greater dependability!

GARNETT JEWELERS
Fine Watch Repairing"
poor to Princess Theater

Hopkinsville, Ky.

RICA'S GREATEST AUTOMATIC WATCH VALUE!

Frankfort—Guthrie F. Crowe,
Commissioner of State Police, today called attention to the new
laws regulating turn signals,
which take effect June 15.
"If a motorist intends to turn
either left or right, a signal of
intention must be given continuously for not less than 100 feet
before making the turn", Crowe
said. "Also, if a person is to decrease the speed of his vehicle or
stop, he must first give an appropriqe signal to the operator in
any vehicle approaching -from the
rear."
The new law, passed by the
1950 session of the General Assembly, is calculated to promote
traffic safety.

NEW ACOUSTICON
INVENTION THAT TAKES YOUR HEARING AID
OUT OF YOUR EAR FOREVER
being able to take your "bearing aid" out of your ear
bovier woyibing iS yow war agais! And yet be able to
better! Thanks to an entirely new invention by Acous.
ands of men and women are at last free of wearing
of hearing aid in their ear ... absolutely NOTHING
in the ear.
... no so-called "invisible" or "phantom"
And furthermore, no headband of ANY kind ...no
f any kind. All this for only is. a day!

SOLUTELY FREE TRYOUT
Hotel,

jog Clinic Monday, June 12th, Henrietta
conducted by Aeousticou Public Education Depart(. Walesby, District Manager, New Hamby Hotel,
prings, and Chas. D. Tate, Paducah, Ky. Come in
your hearing ehecked, free check on your present
• 9 A. M. till 1 P. M.

TAKING IT ON THE CHIN: The shin of Charley Colombo (rear),
of the United States soccer team, makes contact with the chin of
Bulen Esel, center forward of Turkey's national champions, during a recent match at Public School Stadium in St. Louis. Colombo tried to clear the ball with his foot, but Bulen's head got the
ball away first. He was knocked out by the blow. The Turks
won the match 5 to 0. (AP Wirephoto)

More' than 150 celebrations and
other special events—including
some 30 of the nation's top rodes
—are held annually in Colorado.

Dairying Is Next
To Tobacco As A
Source Of Income

Motion picture films in color
were first shown in New York
in 1922.

June, which- is to be known as
Dairy Month, finds dairying next
to tobacco as a source of farm
income in Kentucky, according
to the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. Dairy products bring
farmers more than 1000 million
dollars a year.
Eighty-two per cent of the
farms in Kentucky have milk
cows. The number has increased
150,000 to 200,000 in the past 20
years, and milk production has
increased at least 30 per cent.
There are more than 5,000 commercial herds producing whole
milk for cities and towns.
Most of the milk and cream
produced in Kentucky is sold to
cheese, butter, ice cream, condensed milk and other processing
plants. There are about 75 plants
in the state.
Although only four years old in
Kentucky, artificial breeding of
dairy cows now ranks 10th in
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
the entire United States. There
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. are 29 artificial breeding associaSunday Schooll0 a. to.
Itions containing around 85,000
Preaching—II a. m.
cows. To promote artificial breedTraining Union-6:45 p. m.
ing, 27 top bulls are kept at the
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:45 p. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.

CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H.:C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every second and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
Dried Gulf of Mexico shrimp and 7 p. m.
are exported to Hawaii, the PhilPrayer meeting every Thursippines and China.
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
T h e technically-minded engi- morning at 9:45 a. m.
telewhite
and
black
neer calls
vision "monocrome" and color CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
TV "polychrome".
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.

SENSATIONAL NEW LOW PRICE
AND AMAZINGLY EASY TERMS ON THE

bull-stud at St. Matthews, 14 of
them proven sires.
There are 24 dairy herd improvement associations in Kentucky, containing 330 herds and
8,320 cows. Artificial breeding
and testing are material factors
in pushing the state to the front
in dairying. Many high-producing herds are being developed all
over the state, according to the
college, and dairying is growing
in popularity in every county.

Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211

FIRE
INSURANCE

I

HARVEST ALL CROPS AT LOW COST
heavy
The outstanding record of the Harvestor 69 in
crops, down grain, light stands, and in practically every
average..
kind of crop stamps it as the ideal combine for the
size farm. MM Harvestor 69 header and conveyor features
the
mean steady harvesting with fewer stops. Height of
rasp
header and reel can be adjusted "on the go." The MM
assure
bar cylinder and all-steel welded concave and grate
of the
a positive threshing action. Adjustments in speed
cylinder and in the spacing between the cylinder and
concave can be made quickly and accurately for best
performance in all crops. for threshing beans, flax, and
most grass seed crops without the aid
of special attachments. We will be glad
to furnish complete information on MM
modern machinery.

IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

CALL 2218
MARK

CUNNINGHAM, Agt

Oulu,ance Service ,
l
111 W. Market St.

Complete

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated

BE MILES AND MONEY AHEAD...
TRADE FORA DODGE TODAY

LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
The National Geographic Society says Russian sealers occupied
the Farallon Islands, off the California coast, from 1812 to 1833.
The West African Gold Coast
is British-governed.

AUTO
LOANS

NOW..,make your new car dollar worth more
CAR
PRESENT
YOUR
H
WORTH
MM NEVER BE NOW!
WHAT WM GE
with the best
back again
make
you to
Today we're
for
town
car. Don't
opportunity in
present
deal on your
trade!
a good
now, let's
delay ... act

ve been looking
'
ERR'S the BIGGER DOLLAR VALUE you
for! Longer, wider, higher on the 'smog, today's big
shoulder room
room
and
leg
room,
bead
gives
you
l)odge
that even more expensive cars can't match.
Dodge seats are "knee-level" so you sit naturally—
ride relaxed. A biF l.andscape windshield and huge rear
"picture window' give full visibility for safer driving.

The big, high-tximpreesion "Get-Away" engine gives
you flashing performance with rfrol Fluid 1)rive to
smooth out every mile you drive. Let your Dodge
dealer show you how Dodge VALUE will put you miles
and money ahead.
Como In for "MAGIC MILS" rid"—
Let us show how Dodge gives lightning fast pick-up ... irons out road

Acousticon of Dawson Springs
New Hamby Hotel, Phone 4851

humps ... eliminates sway ... gives
pillow-soft starts and stops ... all in
one "Magic Mile" demonstration ride.

full Information about
tbs mew Atouniton invention and
bow I may own one for as lltd. a.

0 Please send
1St•day.

would like a
home demonstration. The best time
os stas at. lei

NIWSHIGER VALHI

0 Without obligation. I

(Hour)

Nemo

New Sprays Found That
Stop Nuisance Fruit

Good Spring News

Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at.600 p. en. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:0Q p. m.
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Get the money you need forany helpful purposo with o
loan on your car. Prompt at.
',onion and immediate sem.''
•
ice. Phone or come in today!

LOWEST-PRICED
AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
Aver You Awn SUN.,

100K At TM *OVUM ROOM—
Dodge design gives yea full width
at shoulder level as well as seat
level — es cramping body-Ileac

S. JEFFERSON

SO 'ASV TO PARK—No bulky over
hang in front or rear, make. park-

ing easy. Women, esperially, like
the marvelous ease of handling.

Connwo
Avnikiai
AIWA at lora COW

DODGE
Jose a few dawn morn
kowww-orkwd cant

014171 Has

, PHONE 3075

4401.' •

hurrosda p:inJucentlogn,
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Crider News
Major Brown spent the weekend with home folk, returning to
Evansville Monday.
The boys and girls of the Crider Baptist Church-auk very
attending the Bible school this
week. The pastor, Rev. Brady, is
in charge.
The Marion quartette will be in
charge of the regular second
Sunday night service at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
the absence of the pastor, Rev.
Ray Wigginton who is spending
the month in California.
Mr. and Mrs. Logan Brown and
children spent Sunday with the
Major Brown family.
The Crider community was
saddened by the death of Mrs.
Mack Spickard. She had many
friends and near relatives here
and our sympathy goes out to the
Spickard family.
Mr. Charlie Guess and Mr. and
Mr s. Charlie Rowland spent
Thursday in Paducah.
Crider Bible School is well attended with 55 registered for the
first day with teachers for all the
grades.
Mrs. Burnice Capshaw is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. W. Ennis
and the Ernest Bakers.
Mrs. Rube Clift has been confined to her bed for several days.
We wish her a speedy recovery.

Six From
Receive Degrees At

Deaths & Funerals Local Church Begins
Mrs. Gabriella Duke
With Revival Of 1800
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THERE'S NOTHING LIKE a
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For a Swell Pick-Up

It's so cool, refreshing and delicious. Peps you
up, too ... and it's good for you. No wonder so
many families with children are buying milk!

Milk Is Better
TODAY THAN EVER BEFORE
When Mother was a girl milk was brought from big cans ... not
sterile, unsafe. Today because of tested, carefully bred cows,
pasteurization', sanitary bottling and quick delivery, milk is a
more nutritious and a safer, fresh food.

DRINK MILK REGULARLY ,

Princeton Creamery
For a Quick Pick-Up
Phone 2653

lc

For Better Health
Princeton, Ky.
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Braided strands of bright nuThe loop and lace to set the
pace for all your summer doing's • . "to state the flats"
. . . "these are casual fashions' finest."
A whale of a shoe at a piggle
bank price!
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